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WILLI WINKELS



Located mountainside at Blue Mountain Resort
Billabong - Von Zipper - Saxx - Freewaters - Burton - Dakine

705.443.5801 | bluemountain.ca
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The All Out Blaze—Trek trails with Uni-FlyTM 
responsive cushioning and glove-like comfort. 
Blaze your own trail at merrell.com



Photos:  Tim Kemple, Ken Schuh, Mike Ollinger, Brandon Joseph Baker

INCLUDES RACES IN 
 THE FOLLOWING DISTANCES:

GORE-TEX 50 MILE

50K

MARATHON / MARATHON RELAY

HALF MARATHON

 10K  

5K  

KIDS’ RACE 

 Trail running festival  hosted  
by The North Face athlete
Dean Karnazes

SIGN UP TODAY.
challenge.thenorthface.com

THE NORTH FACE ENDURANCE CHALLENGE

  TRAIN. COMPETE.  
ENDURE.

P R E S E N T E D  BY

MAY 3-4

NEW YORK
TRAIL

JUN 7-8

WASHINGTON, DC
TRAIL

JUL 12-13

ONTARIO
 BLUE MOUNTAIN 

TRAIL

SEP 13-14

WISCONSIN 
TRAIL

OCT 4-5

UTAH
TRAIL

DEC 6-7

CALIFORNIA
TRAIL
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280 Scenic Caves Road, Collingwood • 705.446-0256 

SCENIC CAVES FEATURES...
• 420 ft Suspension Bridge • Caves / Caverns to Explore
• Thunderbird 1/2-mile Twin Zip Line Ride • Mini-golf
• Gemstone Mining • Big Rock Railroad • Snack Bar
• Picnic Area • Fish Pond • Adventure Playground 
• Gift Shop • Fabulous Panoramic Views

Canada’s 
Longest Twin Zip Line Ride!

RUNNING / HIKING SHOES REQUIRED

Scenic Caves Nature Adventures
sceniccaves.com

Superbly Natural!Superbly Natural!

SCNA.14_CavesTwinzip(MtLifeFP)_Layout 1  14-06-09  11:48 AM  Page 1



BlueMountain.ca    877-445-0231
Explore the rest of our summer attractions

at bluemountain.ca/summer

6 zip lines, 3 platforms, 50 km/h,
50 feet off the ground, 1 unforgettable ride.

6 zip lines, 3 platforms, 50 km/h,
50 feet off the ground, 1 unforgettable ride.

Explore the rest of our summer attractions
at bluemountain.ca/summer

T R I P L E  Z I P S

WIND
RIDERNATURAL

flying high.

it’s a
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For more information, call  1-866-775-0333 or visit  grandviewhomesnorth.com
Come see us at the corner of Poplar Sideroad and Clark just east of High St. in Collingwood.

SINGLE FAMILY 
HOMES

from

$264990

FEATURING: 
■ Selection of 83 Crescent homes
■ Fully detached homes
■ Choice of 3 exterior fi nishes
■ Oak staircases
■ 9’ ceilings on main fl oor
■ Close to amenities

* Speak with a Sales Representative for details.  Offer valid June 1, 2014 - September 1, 2014. Prices and specifi cations subject to change without notice. E.& O. E.

Home should feel this good!

$7,500
inFREE
UPGRADES
with the purchase of a home 

at Mountaincroft.*



466565 12 B CONCESSION LAKE UEGENIA IN THE  
BEAVER VALLEY $1,165,000
Nothing matches the charm and warmth of a Scott Hay hand-

crafted log home. This piece on piece construction is one of 

a kind with 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 4,500 fi nished sq. ft. 

on 2 levels centrally located in the Beaver Valley, on 50 acres 

with extensive hiking and snow shoeing trails. The details 

are striking with incredible radiant heated fl oors through-

out, reclaimed hemlock and pine fl ooring, expansive wrap 

around deck with views of Lake Eugenia, saltwater pool and 

professionally landscaped grounds. The Great Room inspires 

good conversation with a double sided stone front fi replace, 

pine accents, vaulted ceiling and walk out to the deck and 

screened in porch. The open concept chef’s kitchen awaits 

your skill with Thermador, Miele & sub zero appliance, cus-

tom Pinetiques cabinetry, Jenn-air double ovens and island 

with cook top. Lavish in the oversized master bedroom, 

ensuite bath and walk in closet. Lower level is completely 

fi nished, family room, 2 bedrooms, bath and wood burning 

fi replace with walk out to the pool and patio. Just 6 years old 

this original log home will stand the test of time.

63 BAY STREET UNIT 3 BAY SIDE VILLA
A wonderful 3 bedroom condo with views of Georgian Bay 

MLS 20143017

53 CONNER GEORGIAN MEADOWS

BRENDAN THOMSON,
Sales Representative

Cell: 705-606-1270
Office: 705-445-5454
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
brendanthompson.com

Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage

97 FINDLAY
Executive bungalow on the pond.

3 BRUCE STREET
Highway commercial 7100 sq’ 2 store fronts and apartment 

units. MLS 20142515

 

787466 GREY ROAD 13 OVER THE RAINBOW FARM
1.5 km of Beaver River running through it.

Huronia Home Theatre – Nov 13, 2013   with revised logo 

CLIENT
Huronia Alarms

AGENCY
Whiting & Holmes Limited
Jacyln Jones, Account Manager
541 Brant Street, Suite 8
Burlington, Ontario  L7R 2G6
289-337-3662
jaclyn@whitingandholmes.com

PUBLICATION
Mountain Life

AD SIZE
8.375”  X  10.875” trim
bleed, CMYK

Safe. Secure. And Sound.

Your theatre. 
It’s where you dream.

         hen you spend the time sourcing the latest audio and video tech-
nology and products, you want the wiring and installation to be done 
right, the first time. Huronia knows how important this is, and we have 
over 40 years of know-how that you can depend on.  

From simple consultation, complex multi-room audio and video installation  
right through to complete home automation, including lighting control 
and powered window treatments.

Contact us today to talk about your audio, video and home entertainment 
needs. 

Collingwood  705-445-4444 • 800-504-3053    Midland  705-792-9311 • 888-363-9311www.huroniaalarms.com

Home Theatre 
Security & Monitoring
Fire & Safety
Lock, Key & Safe

Huronia 

W
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STAND UP 
FOR SUMMER 

Jump on a paddleboard and you’re in summer mode 
before your sunscreen even dries. Boards, paddles and 
standout swimsuits at MEC.

MEC.CA/SUMMER

Follow 
@mec

Like 
fb.com/mec

Read 
blog.mec.ca

Get the MEC app
mec.ca/iphone

N
oel H

endrickson, C
onkle Lake, BC

Cover Caption

“The day was in Huttonville, outside of Brampton,” remembered Willi. “Mississauga road 
and Queen Street. 

And you’re landing on an eight-wheeler?

 “Yeah. Yeah it’s an eight-wheeler. Probably took about thirty tries to get that photo. 
It was 1977.”

 And the photo speaks thousands of words. The most iconic image of Willi. Printed 
as posters, as magazine covers, as t-shirts, on stickers, even Girl TK Skateboards stole 
the image for one of their ads in 19TK. 

 No one remembers the photographer’s name. But he must have used at least one 
whole roll of film to catch this. And it was worth every square millimetre of celluloid.

 This is Willi during his heyday, when he toured with a team of eight guys throughout 
Ontario promoting skateboarding. He had a portable halfpipe, a motorized skateboard 
and this monstrosity he’s about to land on: the eight-wheeled skateboard.

 While technically not a true “hippy jump” – he’s jumping from one skateboard to 
another, instead of landing on the same skateboard – the trick, the shot, the car and the 
hair are a celebration of all things summer, all things seventies, all things skateboarding 
and all things awesome.

TK

80  Gear Guide
88  Restaurant Guide
92  Local Picks

98  Backpage: Down by the River

FEATURE

64 Wee Wonder: Willy Winkels, snowboard inventor

UPFRONT

21  Beaver Valley Climbing Fest

22  Canadian Spirit Fest

24  Liquid Launch

29  Skate Park Reboot

30  Hops Celebration

32
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Catalina 14.0
Rider: Ariel Amaral
Location: Bruce Peninsula, Ontario, Canada

www.bluwave.ca

Blu Wave is a proud supporter of the Canadian 
Breast Cancer Foundation - Ontario Region. A portion 
of the proceeds of the sale our special edition Give 
Pink Ride Blu SUPs and paddles, goes to help support 
the foundation’s efforts in creating a world without 
breast cancer. #givepinkrideblu

twitter.com/bluwaveSUPfacebook.com/bluwaveSUP      instagram.com/bluwaveSUP

DESIGNED IN CANADA 
DISTINCTLY CANADIAN

S U P

THE 
WOODY 
SERIES

THE  
WAVE  
SERIES

THE  
TOURING  
SERIES

THE  
CARBON  
SERIES

SPECIALTY

For further information or to find your local Blu Wave dealer  
visit www. bluwave.ca or call us toll free 1-866-404-3155



NEDITORIAL

Last summer, we shared a Georgian Bay island with 
a heronry. This colony of great blue heron outnum-
bered us, but we cordially divided the island: they 
stayed in their deep valley of close-growing cedar 
trees a stone’s throw from our plateau tent site. 

We paddled to this wild irregular dome of rock and 
trees – Hawk Island – by kayak and paddleboard. 
Though less than a day’s human-propelled journey 
from mainland Killarney Provincial Park, the island is 
far removed from boating channels and feels more 
remote than it is. The quartzite La Cloche mountain 
range sparkling in a blue haze to the northwest was 
our navigational reference point. 

But the herons reminded us that we weren’t alone on 
this island and we observed our neighbours with rapt 
interest. In repose the adults appeared burly, with 
puffed-out chests and sinuous thick-coiled necks, 
solemnly protecting their young in roomy stick-nests 
hollowed out of the crowns of cedars. Then with 
deep, slow-motion wingbeats they would wheel out 
over the Bay to fish.

The birds did not seem threatened by us, perhaps 
because they knew they had chosen their heronry 
well; no mammalian predator could get close to them 
except by paraglider (or drone-mounted camera). 

One afternoon we tried to access the valley from the 
beach below but could not penetrate far into this 
boreal jungle. We climbed a fallen tree that angled 
upward at about 30 degrees, from the end of which 
we could see a nest in another tree about five metres 
away. We tried unsuccessfully to photograph the nest 
and as we climbed back down, I fell out of the tree – 
luckily into a dense grove of dogwood that cushioned 
my fall. As we emerged from the jungle, my leg 
scraped and bleeding, someone said: “The herons 
won that round.”

In a world where we feel compelled to photograph 
and film everything, I feel the herons deserve a victo-
ry. Looking back, I feel better that we left them alone 
and didn’t buzz them with a drone camera. In this 
Photo Issue we offer plenty views of precious places 
and moments of visual eloquence, but no herons. 
For that you’ll need to paddle to Hawk Island. 

–Ned Morgan, Editor

We tried unsuccessfully to photograph 
the nest and as we climbed back down, 
I fell out of the tree.

The Herons
Approaching Hawk Island. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.



All it took was one visit to the Osler Brook Golf and Country Club and Bill MacWilliam was hooked. 
With its stunning Graham Cook designed golf course nestled in an absolutely breathtaking area of 
the Niagara Escarpment, he wanted to attract as many avid golfers to enjoy this gorgeous facility 
as he could. So at this time we are offering a wide range of options to experience our private 
club: Trial Memberships, be a Social Member or enjoy non-member play. Bill couldn’t help 
himself getting involved with Osler Brook Golf and Country Club for life. We think once you 
experience it for yourself, you won’t either.
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  facebook.com/MountainLifeMedia
 

  twitter.com/MountainLifeMag

Video tour of Owen Sound’s groundbreaking Canadian Spirit Festival. Above and below Georgian Bay’s Wreck Island.

Photo: along the Boardwalk Trail by Irene Pradyszczuk

collingwood.ca/trails • 2014-15 Collingwood TRAIL MAPS NOW AVAILABLE throughout the area 

Celebrating25Years of Trails in Collingwood

SCNA.14_CTN(MtLifeFP)-1_Layout 1  14-06-03  12:07 PM  Page 1
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Video highlights to complement our summer Photo Issue:

Manitoba’s Revolution Wake, who we ran into on our Churchill 
trip, shot some crazy cable stunts around the polar bear capital. 
PLUS, check out our 1-minute Churchill expedition video diary, and 
take a snorkel with baby beluga whales.

Mountain Life Media and OSC Media House present some extra-
trippy visuals celebrating the Collingwood Trails 25th anniversary. 

Stroll through the famed 19th-century Cove Island light tower 
and keeper’s quarters.

Wakeboarding footage of the Beaver River’s Slabtown Dam by 
Vince Whiteman of Slightly Human. 
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INSTRUCTORS  Laura Euesden   Keri Saley   
Lise Garrette Signy Teague  Leah Hagreen

WEDNESDAYS

8:00 - 9:15 am
July 16 - August 13

Hatha Yoga with Keri and Leah 
St George’s Anglican Church, Clarksburg

6:30 - 7:45 pm
July 9 - August 22

Hatha Yoga with Lise
Ravenna Hall, Ravenna

Note: Lise will not be running classes August 6 and August 13

RATE
$15 to Drop-in

$62 for Wed Mornings (5 weeks)
$75 for Wed Evenings (6 weeks)

c o l l e c t i v e  s i n c e  2 0 0 6

Blue Yoga Summer 2014 Schedule

WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA

WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA       705 443 1975

drop-ins welcome

KERI@BLUEYOGA.CA
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Metcalfe mavens. GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.

www.ontherocksclimbing.com  705 888 TRAD

Rock Climbing Adventures & Courses 
for All Ages and Skills Levels

Take  

fun  
To The  

highesT  
level !

Barrie 
Brampton  

Ganaraska 
Huntsville 
stouffville

TreeTop 
Trekking.com

UPFRONT

BEAVER VALLEY
CLIMBING FESTIVAL  
RETURNS
Living along the Niagara Escarpment, we are blessed with some of the 
best climbing terrain in the East. In 2013, Jennie Elmslie of Free Spirit 
Tours and Leslie Timms of On The Rocks Climbing teamed up to host the 
first ever Beaver Valley Climbing Festival. The event was a true celebration 
of the sport, uniting climbing enthusiasts from across Ontario. 

The inaugural festival drew around 200 climbers and raised $4,500 
for the Ontario Access Coalition – a non-profit organization that works 
with the climbing community, landowners, conservation authorities and 
property managers to keep climbing and bouldering areas open in an 
environmentally responsible manner. 

The festival returns on August 23 at Metcalfe Rock. Events range from 
traditional and sport climbing competitions sponsored by Outland Adven-
ture Gear to climbing clinics and workshops, yoga, caving, slacklining, 
health workshops, Ride Guide bike demos, massage therapy, an aerial 
silks performance, and children’s activities. On-site vendors will be selling 
everything from climbing gear to jewellery. 

Activities at Metcalfe Rock run from around 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. The 
festival then heads to the Rob Roy Dogsled Farm where the party 
continues with dinner catered by The Flying Chestnut; live bands; raffles 
and games with prizes from Outland Adventure Gear; and more. Camping 
available on-site for a small fee. 

Details: beavervalleyclimbingfestival.ca 

– Allison Kennedy Davies

Camp runs weekdays, 9am - 4pm, June 30 - August 29, 2014

*All prices are per child plus tax, based on age and type
of program. Activities are subject to weather conditions. 
Programs, rates and dates are subject to change 
without notice.

MONTERRA GOLF

SWIMMING CERTIFICATE
BIKING

WILDERNESS TREKS

CASCADE PUTTING COURSE

WOODLOT LOW ROPES

WATER SPORTS

THEMED PROGRAMMING

SWIMMING LESSONS

ages 4-14

PLUS! LEADER IN TRAINING PROGRAMS (ages 12-17)

PER WEEK 

*300
STARTING AT • Base Camp

• Base Camp + Red Cross Babysitting
• Base Camp + Emergency First Aid
• Base Camp + Standard First Aid

PER DAY 

*55
STARTING AT

PER WEEK 

*220
STARTING AT

SPACE IS LIMITED
RESERVE YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY!

bluemountain.ca/kidsatblue
705-445-0231
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Last year, Kelso Beach Park in Owen Sound played host to the first 
Canadian Spirit Festival, an event conceived and organized by the Tom 
Thomson Art Gallery that brought together all kinds of Canadian culture 
under one starry sky: new-school First Nations music and art, local cuisine, 
and collaborative ideas geared towards sustainability and creativity.

This year, coordinator Matt Standen sat down with the organizers of the 
Sound’s renowned Summerfolk Music & Crafts Festival and came up 
with the idea to amalgamate the two. “We’re bringing programming 
into Summerfolk to complement what they have. We’re bringing our 
Homegrown component, which involves the promotion of local foods and 
sustainability,” says Standen. “This is reciprocal; we have such similar 
cultural histories in this area. I think it sets a good example for other 
groups to come together.”

The Festival happens on August 14, but the concurrent Canadian Spirit 
Project runs into October, featuring community gardens, exhibitions, 
cooking and canning classes, performances, talks, walks, films, hands-on 
activities and other events under the Homegrown banner, which also ties 
in with Tom Thomson and his legacy. The Project will run yearly until 
2017, marking the 100th anniversary of Thomson’s death – and the 150th 
anniversary of Canada. The Project focuses on ideas and issues around 
Canadian identity, its past and its evolution. 

The theme of this year’s Project, If it Wasn’t for the War, investigates the 
impact of conflict on the art of the Group of Seven, as well as the 100th 
anniversary the First World War and the 75th anniversary of the Second. 
“We’re trying to draw attention to what people are able to do themselves,” 
adds Standen. “We’re getting back to the basics and refining what this 
is supposed to be about which is looking at the broader picture. This is 
literally Canadian spirit at its finest – coming together, working together, 
we’re unified.” 

tomthomson.org/canadian-spirit

– Nelson Phillips

SOUND  
SPIRIT

Three Toms, en plein air. GOOD NOISE PHOTOGRAPHY.

The laTesT Toys books and crafTs for kids of all ages
Outdoor toys • Craft Kits & Supplies • Games & Puzzles •Building toys 

Science kits • Puppets & dress-up • Infant toys • Thomas the Tank Engine 
And books for infants to teens

Shop on line at www.mindsalive.ca
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-5:00 Sun. 11:00-4:00

NOW OPEN IN DOWNTOWN COLLINGWOOD!

27 Hurontario St., Collingwood  
(705) 445-6222

10073 MTNLF Minds Alive_Winter 2010_FNL.indd   1 10-10-01   9:32 AM

The latest toys books and crafts 
for kids of all ages

UPFRONT

Exhibitions 
Until September 14, 2014 

William Ronald & Alexandra Luke 
Ann Marie Hadcock: The Homefront 

Into the Woods 
 

Continuing 
The Tom Thomson Experience 

 
Events 
July 19 

A Summer Garden Party 
 

July 13, 26 at 2pm 
TOM Talks 

 

August 14-17 
Canadian Spirit Experience at Summerfolk 

 

Save the Date! 
September 28 

Art & Architecture at Cobble Beach 
 

www.tomthomson.org 



While Northwinds beer has been available in southern Ontario since last 
September, they haven’t yet had a storefront. But if all goes according to 
plan, that will change soon enough. Flooring, electrical, plumbing and 
the brewhouse are all being assembled in Collingwood as we go to print, 
but the opening day is still unknown. 

“The goal is to open one great day in the month of July,” says owner 
Geoff Conway. 

And while new breweries seem a dime-a-dozen in just about any small 
town you drive through these days, Northwinds will be a brewpub. Yep, 
they’ll brew beer and serve food.

“A brewpub can tie a creative menu to on-site brewing, providing an 
experience to those who appreciate a beer-inspired meal,” says Conway. 
“Also, our system allows us to continuously create new beer styles in 
small batches, keeping things interesting.”

With plans to do collaboration brews with other local operations like the 
Collingwood Brewery, MacLean’s Ales, Killannan Brewing Company, 
Barnstormer Brewing, Sawdust City Brewing and the Flying Monkeys 
Craft Brewery, Northwinds is setting up to be the centre of all things 
beer-related in the region. 

But Conway’s main goal is to “create a space for friends and families to 
spend time and slow down.”

Watch their location at 499 First Street in Collingwood for news about the 
opening date. 

–Colin Field
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UPFRONT

LIQUID LAUNCH

Above: Unloading the goods. COLIN FIELD PHOTO. Below: Jeff Conway (r) in the soon-to-be Brewhouse. COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

705-443-5508bluemountain.ca/jozos

 Jozo's is the best place to catch your
favourite televised sporting events.

We have the biggest screens
at Blue Mountain!

All prices + taxes & gratuities. Promotions are subject to change without notice.
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other o�ers or discounts. 

Jozo's is heating up for another
season of fantastic après activity.  

After your round of golf, day of biking
or your team's game, head to Jozo's 

for a season of good times!    

SUNDAY

Caesar Sundays
Enjoy specialty Caesars

for $5 each 

MONDAY

Open Mic Jam 7-10 PM

Plus! Wing & Beer Special
$26 for 16 chicken wings and 
a pitcher of Molson Canadian

or Coors Light
 

FRIDAY

Fish & Chip Fridays!
$13 includes a bottle

of domestic beer
 

PLUS!

Corona Buckets 
Four bottles of Corona 
for $24, all week long
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collingwooddowntown.com
facebook.com/collingwooddowntown

DID YOU KNOW that a thriving 
downtown core is the key to a culturally 
and economically thriving community?

Say “Cheese”! Collingwood’s Downtown is a place where 
good food is the standard. Not only does Dags & Willow 
(at their new, expanded downtown location at 25 Second 
St.) display over 100 cheeses for sampling and purchase, 
but they also make addictive dips, prepared foods, and 
stock only the best in gourmet products. 

Cook with chicken from 
Blue Ridge Meats

Shop for gifts and
clothes at Awear

Enjoy concerts at the 
Gayety Theatre

Take advantage of 
memberships at 
Buddha Rider and 
Mountain Fitness 

KELLY & STEVEN’S DOWNTOWN CHECKLIST:

Dine at any of the
amazing restaurants 
including Azzurra, 
The Tremont, Tesoro, 
The Stuffed Peasant 
and The Huron Club
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If you’re a fan of outdoor adventure, chances 
are you’re a fan of The North Face. This sum-
mer, the renowned outdoor specialists bring 
their Endurance Challenge to Blue Mountain 
Resort. While our region has seen a string of 
high-profile competitions ranging from cycling 
to obstacle races in recent years, this is the 
first major ultra-running/trail-running event to 
hit the area. 

It’s also a first for The North Face. While the 
Endurance Challenge Series has been running 
in the U.S. since 2007, Blue Mountain is the 
first-ever Canadian stop. “We’ve been trying 
to find the ideal location to bring this race to 
Canada,” explains The North Face Canada 
Marketing Manager Jano Arabaghian. “This 
year, the right opportunity and the right location 
presented itself. Blue Mountain is perfect with 
its Georgian Bay scenery and its proximity to 
Toronto. With seven distances to choose from, 
this event is geared to a wide range of people. 
We want to introduce as many people as possi-
ble to trail running—a sport we all love.” 

The challenge takes place July 12 and 13 with 
the longer courses scheduled for Saturday and 
shorter courses for Sunday. Races include a 
5km, 10km, 50km, and the Gore-Tex 50 Mile 
(prize purses awarded for the latter); a Mara-
thon, Marathon Relay, and Half Marathon; and 
a free kids’ race both Saturday and Sunday. 

The Gore-Tex 50 Mile course will feature 
two 25-mile loops that take advantage of the 
challenging Niagara Escarpment terrain. “A 

lot of the route will be run on the Bruce Trail 
but we actually touch a total of five or six 
different properties outside of Blue Mountain 
Resort itself,” explains event organizer Whitney 
Eckert. “We are partnering with the Bruce Trail 
Conservancy to use sections of their trails and, 
in addition to Blue Mountain, we’re working 
with some of the private ski clubs in the area.” 
Complete maps of the course for each distance 
available at thenorthface.com.

Even if you’re not competing, be sure to stop 
by the Finish Line Festival in Blue Mountain 

village. There will be event-sponsor giveaways 
and booths, plus live tunes. Post-race food will 
be available as well as massages and ice baths 
to help athletes as they recover. 

– Allison Kennedy Davies

TRAILS

GLADE 
RUNNERS

“We’ve been trying to find the  
ideal location to bring this race  
to Canada…”

Entries for the North Face Endurance Chal-
lenge are still open. Use the Mountain Life 
promo code and save 15% on any distance. 
Just enter MLM1514 (case sensitive) when you 
register online at thenorthface.com.

The North Face Endurance  
Challenge makes Canadian  
debut at Blue Mountain

Last May’s New York race in Bear Mountain State Park. KEN SCHUH/ULTRARACEPHOTOS.

280 Scenic Caves Road, Near Collingwood (705) 446-0256 ext.227

EcoAdvEnturEtourScenicCavesEcoAdvEnturEtour

Your three-hour guided tour includes
• The Tree-top Canopy Walk • 300ft. Forest Zip Line Ride
• 1000ft. Escarpment Zip Line Ride with 150ft. Vertical Drop
• 420 ft. Suspension Bridge • Caves / Caverns to Explore 
• Unique Flora and Fauna • Natural/Native History Tour

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

...Add the Thunderbird 1/2 mileTwin-Zip Line Ride 

to your Tour!

sceniccaves.com

SCNA.14_EcoAd 8.5x10.875-FP_Layout 1  14-06-09  12:27 PM  Page 1
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to fully understand these communities or how 
to best meet their recreational requirements.”

And when town council rejected a proposal to 
build a new skatepark at Heritage Park, the Co-
alition knew something had to be done. So they 
met with the Collingwood Parks, Recreation & 
Culture department. 

“We’re waiting for the town to put out a request 
for proposals to a number of skatepark manufac-
turers,” says Henry. “We’ve been a part of the 
process so far and are happy with the companies 
they’ve selected. We’ll be involved every step of 
the way to make sure they get it done right this 
time around.” Once a company is selected there 
will a public consultation event and preparations 
for serious fundraising will get underway. 

“We have the opportunity to create an amazing 
destination for skateboarders and BMX riders 
that matches or exceeds many of the parks in 
the GTA,” Henry adds. “There’s an excellent 
opening for the town to create skate and bike 
camps with training for youth to develop their 
skill sets, with modules guided by their peers.

“As a parent raising children in an age of grow-
ing social isolation, I believe the ability to con-
nect with other like-minded people is critical. 
Having a sense of community and a feeling of 
belonging aids human growth and development 
and fosters mutual respect and cooperation. I 
hope for my children, and those of the Colling-
wood skateboard and bike communities to have 
an amazing outlet for their creative energy, and 
the facilities to develop their skills.”

The takeaway is this: the town of Collingwood 
will be building a new skatepark. It will be 
between the swimming pool and the firehall in 
Heritage Park and will have about the same 
footprint as the current skatepark and dirt jump 
park. The plan is to build a proper concrete 
skatepark that will be yet another attraction for 
people throughout the region. 

How can you help? The quicker the Coalition 
can raise the money, the quicker it will happen. 
So buy a t-shirt and keep up to date through 
the Collingwood Skateboard & Bicycle Coali-
tion’s Facebook page at facebook.com/collling-
woodskatepark

–Colin Field
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“Our Skatepark Sucks,” reads the t-shirt 
recently produced by the Collingwood Skate-
board & Bicycle Coalition. Available for $20 with 
proceeds going towards the construction of the 
new Collingwood Skatepark, these shirts are 
the first step of many towards building a proper 
facility for park riders. 

Many years ago Collingwood’s skatepark was 
an actual destination. Massive vert ramps 
brought riders from across the province to 
our little town. That’s not the case anymore. 
Today’s skatepark (and dirt jumps) is an 
inadequate facility in a region obsessed with 
all things bike and board. The newly formed 

Collingwood Skateboard & Bicycle Coalition 
hopes to change that. 

“We may be best described as a crew of older 
local guys who care,” says spokesman Ben Hen-
ry. “We’ve grown up skateboarding and biking, 
and have a deep-seated passion for both.”

“The Collingwood Skatepark has been an ongo-
ing point of local contention and confusion for 
years,” he adds. “There’s been a lot of talk and 
high ambitions for a rebuild from the skateboard 
and bike communities, with a fundamental dis-
connect from what’s actually happening within 
town council agendas. Councillors don’t seem 

“I hope for my children, and 
those of the Collingwood skate-
board and bike communities to 

have an amazing outlet for their 
creative energy, and the facilities 

to develop their skills.”

– ben henry, spokesman Collingwood  
Skateboard & Bicycle Coalition

PARK RESUSCITATION
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Leave Her Breathless.

25 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, ON     Tel: 519.599.2201     
www.thediamondstudio.ca

12 BRUCE STREET IN THORNBURY (519) 599-3311
 WWW.THORNBURYBAKERYCAFE.COM  

Breakfast - Lunch
Homemade Breads & Pastries Daily

Decadent Cakes & Desserts
Gluten-free bread, buns and desserts

 Special Occasion Cakes  
Meals-to-Go

Catering- 2 to 250

Espresso - Cappuccino - Latte - Americano

Now offering fresh gluten-free, 
dairy-free & egg-free bread & buns
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If you love beer then you owe it to yourself to get to the Bighead ShinDig on August 23. Located on the Big-
head Hop Farm just outside Walters Falls, this is a celebration of all things local and all things craft beer. With 
the hop plants in full bloom the Shindig is one last blast for hop farmer Nicholaus Schaut before the real work 
of harvesting kicks in. 

“It’s an event to bring together brewers, growers and consumers to see from field to glass how beer is 
made,” says Schaut.

“Instead of having  a harvest gathering when all the fields are bare, we celebrate the start of harvest, when all 
the hops are in their glory, with a local shindig.”

Last year’s event was a huge success and this year’s will no doubt be bigger and better.  

With breweries and brewers themselves in attendance, if you’ve ever wanted to learn anything about beer, 
this is the place to do it. Junction Craft Brewing, Northwinds Brewhouse, MacLean’s Ales, Kilannan Brewing 
Company, Sawdust City Brewery, The Collingwood Brewery, Niagara Oast House Brewers, Church Key Brew-
ing,  Beau’s All Natural Brewing Company and Barnstormer Brewing are all confirmed as we go to print. 

Confirmed musicians include Murray Smith and Friends, Moonshiner’s Daughter, Drew McIvor, and The 
Vaudevillian. Food will be available from food vendors like Casero and others to complete the celebratory 
atmosphere. 

Check the Bighead ShinDig Facebook page for more details. 

– Colin Field

HIP HOP FARM

Musician Drew McIvor helping people get loopy at ShinDig ‘13.COLIN FIELD PHOTO.

UPFRONT

info@bluesurf.ca                209574 Hwy # 26, Blue Mountains               705-293-9322 

SUP • KITE • WAKE • SKATE • SKI • KAYAK • BIKE

SALES • RENTALS • LESSONS • TOURS • SERVICETHE LARGEST SELECTION OF SUPS AND SURF WEAR ON GEORGIAN BAY

SUP • KITE • WAKE • SKATE • SKI • KAYAK • BIKE

SALES • RENTALS • LESSONS • TOURS • SERVICE



BIOPHILIAC

By Leslie Anthony

On a sunny August day a few years back, at 
the start of a canoe trip through Algonquin 
Park with my then 16-year-old daughter, Myles, 
we pulled into a portage at the head of a small 
lake. A few metres from shore, where a mob 
of sandy footprints merged into a grass-limned 
trail, several gartersnakes had woven into a neat 
pile. It was too early in the year for denning ag-
gregations, and too late for springtime mating 
balls (where a gaggle of males zero in on the 
pheromones of a single female), so I guessed 
it to be a “parturition party”—where pregnant 
females gather together to bask. It’s a neat and 
little-known trick of thermoregulation for these 
cold-blooded creatures at northern latitudes, 
allowing the group to collectively raise their 
individual body temperatures and metabolisms, 
advancing embryonic development and, hence, 
the birthing process (gartersnakes bear live 
young). Myles, of course, was full of questions: 
Why here? Why just pregnant ones? 

You can see similar synods on a Starbucks 
patio, but I wasn’t about to erect that analogy. 
Despite its dry detail, Myles listened to my ex-
planation attentively and with apparent interest. 
As a city-dwelling, pop-culture-addled teenager 
about to slip from the parent-worship grasp of 
childhood, I considered this a good omen for 
some quality bonding on our trip. 

Grubbing through forest and ponds with me 
is something Myles had done often, be it 
tagging along on journalistic assignments or 
adventuring together at the cottage. As proof, 
I have a library of photos in which a young girl 
of various ages displays a litany of frogs, sala-
manders, snakes and turtles. In early shots she 
seems torn between scrutinizing the creature 
and smiling at the camera, a mixture of fasci-
nation and the childish aim to please; as the 
catalogue advances she cradles the startled, 
bug-eyed critters with more concern, reflecting 
a growing passion for animals and apprecia-
tion of their fragility. In recent poses, however, 
I’d detected a noticeable tentativeness. Was it 
adolescent self-consciousness and the accom-
panying meme-ish female allergy to rot and ick 
and traumatized fingernails? Or just momentary 
uncertainty borne of the decreasing frequency 
of these opportunities? Whichever, I felt it was 
something passing, and that the scene at the 
portage had rekindled our rolling Chautauqua of 
the animal netherworld. 

I also realized how happy I was to answer her 
questions (though she’d later stump me: “If you 
drop a frog in the middle of a lake, does it know 
which way to swim?”), to help her interpret. 
This process had, in no small measure, become 
part of my own enjoyment of nature. 

It was also the reason, last April, that I was 
excited to take celebrated North Vancouver 
photographer Jordan Manley out to photo-
graph reptiles in Pemberton, B.C. He’d taken 
to shooting wildlife in the past few years, seen 
the serpentine Instagrams I’d posted, and was 
eager to train his considerably more sophisti-
cated lens on these fascinating, seldom-seen 
creatures. It was perfect weather for reptiles—
warm and hazy—and within minutes I’d caught 
a brown-and-black checked wandering gar-
tersnake, giving Jordan a close-up look at its 
dorsal and ventral colour patterns. Using what 
Jordan referred to as my “reptile radar,” I found 
several other species, heartened to help some-
one glimpse creatures they would otherwise 
never see. Jordan’s interest (he had as many 
questions as Myles) was particularly welcome 
because so many of our mutual friends—de-
spite being dedicated outdoorists—can point to 
an old growth forest but barely differentiate its 
trees; will profess spiritual affinity to megafauna 
like whales and bears and eagles but be unable 
to identify any creature smaller than a coyote. 
They happily ride mountain bikes in “awesome” 
places without being able to grok the ecosys-
tem under their wheels or the animals poten-
tially displaced. Most are liberated city dwellers 
who’ve taken to the mountains, yet embrace 
them as playgrounds first and raw nature as 
afterthought—a potential symptom of Nature 
Deficit Disorder.

Advanced as a clinical hypothesis by Richard 
Louv in Last Child in the Woods (2005), NDD 
holds that humans, especially children, are 
spending less time outdoors, resulting in a wide 
range of problems. Louv points to how parents’ 
growing fear of the world keeps children inside 
on the computer rather than outdoors explor-
ing; to the loss of natural surroundings in city 
neighborhoods; to parks and preserves with 
restricted access and “do not walk off trail” 
signs; to educators and environmentalists who 
tell kids to “look but don’t touch.” The upshot, 
as Louv writes, are children with limited respect 
for natural surroundings: “An increasing pace… 
of a rapid disengagement between children and 
direct experiences in nature… has profound im-
plications, not only for the health of future gen-
erations but for the health of the Earth itself.” 

Since we are nature as well, connection is 
key. And if people have less engagement with 
nature, then it can only be good to share as 
much as you can, whenever you can. The best 
thing about nature is that it doesn’t need to be 
created or cajoled into awesomeness. When 
you take someone out for a walk in the woods 
you only need to bring passion, wonder and 
knowledge—the rest is already out there. 

NATURE:
SHARE GENEROUSLY

The best thing about nature is 
that it doesn’t need to be created 
or cajoled into awesomeness.
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Jordan Manley and subject. LESLIE ANTHONY PHOTO.



 

BOTTOM LEFT: A few more steps up a narrow staircase 
brought us to the lamp room. Here, 156 years ago, 
a work crew from Paris installed the cast-iron frame, 
paneled with twelve panes of glass capped with a 
copper dome and ventilator for the smoke and heat 
given off from the oil-fired Argand lamp, all imported 
from France. The original equipment from 1858 remains 
here today. Originally, the lamp burned various oils. An 
underwater electrical cable laid in 1971 now powers the 
500-watt mercury-vapor bulb and rotates the prisms.

The Last 
Light 
Keeper
Inside Cove Island’s lighthouse  
at the end of an era

BACKYARD

Jack Vaughan’s 
warm personality was 
immediately apparent 
as he greeted us, 
hands on hips at the 
Cove Island dock. 
Although we had 
only just met him and 
his wife Tillie, they 
insisted we join them 
for a family dinner. 
Setting up our tent, 
we watched as Jack 
took a red steel skiff 
out to meet a passing 
fish tug. By the time 
our tent was up he 
had returned with 
several fresh whitefish 
and we watched in 
amazement as Jack 
(a former commercial 
fisherman), filleted 
the fish in less time 
than it takes to read 
this sentence. Over a 
crackling fire behind 
the light keeper’s 
house he melted a 
pound of Crisco in 
a huge cast iron fry 
pan. The resulting 
tender whitefish (out 
of Georgian Bay less 
than a hour before) 
is one of the most 
memorable meals of 
my life.

Words & photos by Willy Waterton 

Whenever I sail past Cove Island lighthouse – about 
5km off Tobermory and the final beacon the Chi-
Cheemaun ferry passes before heading into open 
water – my memories go back 25 years when I spent 
two days photographing Jack Vaughan, the last light-
house keeper on Georgian Bay.

Built in 1856 on the northern Gig Point, Cove 
Island’s 24-metre tower guards the main shipping 
channel into Georgian Bay – one of the most hazard-
ous passages on Lake Huron. One of six Imperial 
towers from Point Clark around the Bruce Peninsula 
to Christian Island, Cove Island was the first of the 
lighthouses to be lit on October 30, 1858.

TOP LEFT: I met Jack during the fall of 1989. It 
was the early days of Fathom Five National Marine 
Park (Cove Island is inside the park boundary) and the 
Friends of Fathom Five asked me to photograph the 
light tower for use on a poster. We camped at the base 
of the tower so I could capture the first light of morning.
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Starting in the ‘80s, light towers on the Great Lakes gradually slipped out of human hands into automation. Keepers once manned 21 light towers from 
Goderich on Lake Huron to Snug Harbour, near Parry Sound. When Vaughan left the Cove Island light station in November of 1991, keepers at Lake 
Superior’s Michipicoten and Battle Islands ended their watch also, bringing to an end the profession of light keeping on the Canadian side of the Great 
Lakes. Manned continuously from 1858 to 1991, Cove Island was the longest keeper-occupied light station in Ontario.

Jack Vaughan died, aged 80, in November 2008 at Lion’s Head after accidently slipping off the dock into Georgian Bay. 
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As we climbed the 101 steps, Jack stopped at the tower’s highest window to point out where a 
workman had scratched his initials and date in the wet mortar behind which stood a corked blue 
bottle filled with an unknown liquid thought to be an early fire retardant. 

Peering down from edge of the dome roof, 12 
gargoyles in the form of lions allow condensa-
tion to escape from their waterspout mouths.

Live   Golf   Dine

Book your tee time and SAVE online at www.lorabaygolf.com

Join us in The Grill or on the Patio this summer for our daily 
$5 Breakfast and our Weekly Dining Specials!

Reservations are appreciated, please call 519.599.7500 ext. 405.



Trails are the lifeblood of North America. Once 
the sole means of guided transportation for all 
humankind, they’ve become a means of inde-
pendent recreation and active outdoor lifestyle. 
Trails can take on human attributes – picture 
a network of trails as so many veins and blood 
vessels. To gain that organic character, groups 
of extremely dedicated people have to take on 
the task of making a trail network a reality. In 
Collingwood and the Blue Mountains, we’re 
lucky enough to have these people next door. 

George Christie is one of those people. He’s 
responsible for helping convince the Town that 
turning the abandoned railway line between 
Meaford and Collingwood into a trail was a 
good idea. In 1991, George sold his chalet near 
Blue and bought a house in Collingwood. An 
avid skier and snowmobiler, he quickly noticed 
the lack of trailways to take him in and out of 
Collingwood to the sled trails near the mountain. 

“I got involved with the Blue Mountain Snow-
drifters Snowmobile Club and set out to find or 
create trails that would get me from my home to 
the mountain,” says Christie. After establishing 
a trail from Harbourview Park to Blue Mountain, 
he joined the Town Parks and Recreation Com-
mittee. Inspired after a trip to Australia, where 
he noticed the popularity of the park surround-
ing the city centre of Adelaide, George hit upon 
the idea of doing the same in Collingwood. “It 
was the dream then to start the trail at Millenni-
um Park, go all the way around town to the Hen 
& Chickens Boardwalk – the dream there would 
someday be a ferry boat to take you and your 
bike back to where you started.”

The defunct rail line between Collingwood and 
Meaford offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 
Around the same time the railways were shutting 
down, people began to recognize the health ben-
efits of trails, Christie points out. “Collingwood 
was the lead in pushing to get five municipalities 
to agree to create this trail.” The first section 
of the Georgian Trail appeared in Collingwood 
at the north end of Birch Street. “We started 
to grow our network of trails. It got to the point 
were we had so many bits and pieces of trails 
scattered about town, we created a map to show 
their locations. We’re now in our eighth edition.” 

The trails became so popular that at one point 
a private donor offered to donate $50,000 per 
year for five years to trail development – if the 
town would match it (which they did). Good 
thing, too – a recent economic impact study 
showed that the town of Collingwood and neigh-
bouring communities bring in an estimated $5 
million annually from Georgian Trail users alone. 

The 25th anniversary edition of the Collingwood 
Trails map – with about 60 km of trails – is 
released this summer. 

collingwood.ca/trails 

–Nelson Phillips

Check mountainlifemag.ca for Nelson  
Phillips’ video tour of the Collingwood Trails.

TRAIL TRIUMPH
25 years of Collingwood Pathways 

The defunct rail line between Collingwood and Meaford offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. CLAIRE PHILLIPS PHOTO.

TRAILS2



MOUNTAINHOME
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Words & Photos by Allison Kennedy Davies 

Built on the shores of the Beaver River, 
the Treehouse is a tranquil yet comfortable 
getaway. High in the forest canopy, it runs 
on solar power and boasts enough amenities 
to land it squarely in the glamping category. 
The roof-mounted solar panel powers a single 
indoor light and an electric kettle that ensures 
your morning java is ready quickly. A com-
posting toilet (lit with solar lights after dark) is 
located just a few steps out the door. 

A large deck surrounds the building and offers 
excellent bird-watching opportunities while a 
pair of Muskoka chairs provides the ultimate 
chillout spot. The interior is nicely decorated, 
with an all-wood finish and a bunk-bed setup 
that features a double up top and a single 
below. A washbasin, a Bodum, and reading ma-
terial  – from K2 mountain adventures to books 
about local flora and fauna – is also provided. 

The surrounding property offers endless adven-
ture. A small climbing wall and a rope swing will 
keep kids and adults busy, a covered riverside 
seating area lets you take in the sunset and 
easily store canoes and kayaks, and the fire 
pit is the place to enjoy the evening and roast 
a few hot dogs. Be sure to launch your canoe, 
kayak or SUP and paddle the legendary Beaver 
River before heading home. 

The surrounding property offers 
endless adventure.

This secret riverside abode evokes 
the carefree days of childhood 
backyard retreats

  
Treehouse

THE

REAL BEAUTY
LIES WITHIN THE WALLS

AUTHORIZED LOCAL BUILDER 

Cranberry Mews

10 Keith Ave., Unit 101.  

Collingwood , ON.

Contact us TODAY to learn more 
about the BONE Structure System & 

how it might benefit your project!

STONE CUSTOM HOMES specializes 

in Residential Design-Build 
Construction.  We are fully integrated 

to help you with every aspect of your 
Custom Build project.

Info@StoneCustomHomes.net

(888) 325 - 2511     

www.StoneCustomHomes.net



(Not what you expect wheN you hear 
“meet us iN the alley behiNd the baNk”.)

BEHIND THE TD BANK | THORNBURY 
BRUCEWINEBAR.CA | 519-599-1112 

LUNCH & DINNER | OpEN 7 DAYs A WEEK | 11:30 TO CLOsE 

...edible art

519.599.6699
11 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, Ontario N0H 2P0

www.thecheesegallery.com

Open 7 Days A Week 10 am - 6 pm

Cheese... one of life’s pleasures!

www.RideOnBikes.ca
519-538-5030

info@RideOnBikes.ca

NEW Meaford Sunrise Tour and 
Beaver Valley Winery Tour 

Visit our site for details

Now renting Garneau comfort and mountain bikes... 
Electra cruiser, tandem and hybrid road bikes... and the 
super-safe Weehoo trailer. Choose your ride, then head 
out on your own or join one of our tours to explore the 

Georgian Trail, the Beaver Valley, or the 
Georgian Bay shoreline.

Located a minute from the Georgian Trail and 
Meaford Harbour at

14 Trowbridge Street East

Revolve
Hula Hoops

519.374.9179
revolvehulahoops@yahoo.ca

·Adult fitness and dance classes
·Custom designed hula hoops
·Festivals and special events
·Children's birthday parties

What is Revolve?
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ENVIRO

By N. Glenn Perrett

Wetlands are some of the most important and 
productive ecosystems on Earth – and also 
some of the most fragile and least respected. 
Ontario has an abundance of wetlands: approx-
imately a quarter of Canada’s and six percent 
of the world’s. In Ontario, these biologically 
diverse ecosystems – the majority located in 
the north of the province – consist of marshes, 
swamps, fens, bogs, and shallow open water.

According to Chris Earley, interpretive biologist 
for the Arboretum at the University of Guelph, 
“Not only can you find incredible biodiversity 
in wetlands themselves; they are important 
links to many terrestrial ecosystems. A variety 
of insects, amphibians and other animals are 
dependent on wetlands for parts of their life cy-
cle. Without standing water for eggs, nymphs, 
larvae and tadpoles, many of these animals 
would not be a part of the local terrestrial envi-
ronments and their food chains.” 

Wetlands provide flood control, ease the affects 
of drought, minimize soil erosion, retain carbon 
from decaying plants and animals, generate oxy-
gen, and purify water by removing contaminants, 
suspended particles, and excessive nutrients.

Up to 80 percent or more of southern Ontario’s 
pre-settlement wetlands have been destroyed. 
This alarming percentage increases to more 
than 90 percent in parts of southwestern On-
tario. Consequences include reduced biodivers-
ity, poor water quality, and increased flooding.

Wetlands large and small have been filled for 
land development or drained for agricultural 
purposes. Other threats include pollution from 
agricultural, industrial and 
commercial sources as well 
as exotic species, artificial 
changes in water levels, and 
the removal of shoreline vege-
tation. Climate change is also 
adversely affecting wetlands. 
Longer summers and shorter 
winters predicted with global 
warming will result in water 
losses due to increased evap-
oration and reduced precipitation. This will lead 
to some wetlands drying up or disappearing. 
And the affected wetlands will include not only 
small marshes and vernal pools, but also Great 
Lakes wetlands. This will affect sport-fishing 
species, like muskellunge and northern pike, reli-
ant on wetland habitat for spawning and feeding. 

Property owners fortunate to have streams, 
ponds, marshes or other wetlands on their 
land need to practice good stewardship. This 
is often best accomplished by leaving these 
ecosystems, and the areas surrounding them, 
alone. Even seemingly small acts such as 
avoiding peat moss – which is harvested from 
irreplaceable sphagnum bogs – and planting 
native species will help conserve this invaluable 
natural resource.

DIY: ontario.ca/conservingwetlands

N. Glenn Perrett and his family live in Mulmur 
on a property that includes vernal pools, sea-
sonal streams and numerous species of frogs. 
His book Hikes & Outings of South-Central 
Ontario features local nature outings including 
some in wetlands.

Ontario contains six percent of the world’s wetlands. Here’s why they matter

“In one respect every natural area has a 
common uniqueness – it takes everyone  

forever to preserve it, but one person and 
one time to destroy it.”  – E. J. Koestner

The marsh boardwalk at Point Pelee National Park loops through this Great Lakes coastal wetland which is designated a Ramsar site (a wetland of global significance). ETHAN MELEG PHOTO.

Waterworlds



WEEKENDER

Georgian Bay’s 30,000 Islands, 
Above and Below

Words & photos by 
Colin Field

Flying over Georgian 
Bay is an experience 
not to be missed. If 
you’re the bucket list 
type, add it now; the 
scattered islands along 
the eastern side of the 
Bay make for incred-
ible bird’s eye views. 
The kind of thing you 
can stare at forever. 
Combine it with a hike 
on Wreck Island’s 1.5 
kilometre trail, some 
Henry’s fish and chips 
(on nearby Frying 
Pan Island) and you 
couldn’t have a better 
day on the Bay.

   Continued
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WRECK ISLAND TRAIL
The short hiking trail showcases the geological formations of Wreck 
Island. Part of Massasauga Provincial Park, the rocks of the island are 
like a Dali painting of time immemorial. Twisted and folded, the geography 
shows the incredible tectonic forces that began shaping the island’s rock 
1.1 billion years ago. It is believed this land was 20 kilometres beneath 
the earth’s crust before being forced upwards as mountains were formed. 
450 million years ago a sea flooded the area before glaciation eventually 
sculpted the island’s current landscape.

THE WAUBUNO WRECK
(See previous page, centre.)

Wreck Island’s namesake is the wreck of the Waubuno. A kayak is 
an incredible way to have a look at it, only surpassed by a flight in a 
floatplane. The Waubuno was a side-wheel paddle steamer that sank on 
November 22, 1879. The ship conveyed passengers and freight between 
Collingwood and Parry Sound and was built by Melancthon Simpson in 
Port Robinson in 1865. The November 1879 trip would have been the 
last of the season, captained by George Plumpton Burkitt. The lighthouse 
keeper at Christian Island was the last to spot the ship and it was faring 
well at the time. She sank with all 24 hands on deck. No one knows the 
cause of the accident and no bodies were ever recovered. 

DIY 
Georgian Bay Airways in Parry Sound offers several floatplane adven-
tures on Georgian Bay. A trip to Wreck Island is part of the Fly, Hike & 
Dine package. It takes half a day, includes a meal at Henry’s, and costs 
$222.95 plus HST. 

Check mountainlifemag.ca for video of Wreck Island and the Waubuno.

Contact Liberty by phone for a 
free estimate 519 270 4082
or email: libweso@hotmail.com

PERFECTION CLEANING SERVICES

free estimate 519 270 4082

Green options available 
at the owners request.

28 Bruce St S., Thornbury
519-599-3040

For all your women’s 
fashion, accessories 
& jewellery needs

 

Combining the traditional Pub 
atmosphere and the new wave  
of modern upscale Sports Bar.

54 King Street East, Thornbury, Ontario • Tel: 

Open 7 days a week 11 a.m. til close
Weekday Lunch Specials & take-out menu

Entertainment Monthly
pipersthornbury.com

Your Local Sports Bar

226.665.0094
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By Allison Kennedy Davies 

Recently, I got to sit down for a cup of coffee 
with Ariel Amaral. It was like a mini vacation – 
like having a latte with a ray of sunshine. It’s 
not often that you meet someone with so much 
passion, so much enthusiasm and so much 
heart. If you spend an hour with Ariel, you’ll 
be dreaming of stand-up paddleboarding, surf 
and waves. And I bet you’ll walk away more 
motivated than you’ve been in a long time. I 
know I did…

In recent years, Amaral has become an ambas-
sador for stand-up paddleboarding (SUP) in 
Ontario. Back in 2007/8, she stumbled into the 
sport and fell in love just as it was taking off. 
While most of us have discovered SUP on the 
Great Lakes, Amaral had her first taste in the 
sport’s birthplace – Hawaii. And that, in itself, 
sums up how Amaral rolls: eyes wide open, up 
for any challenge and willing to track down the 
best in the sport to learn more. As she’s be-
come more involved in the sport, she’s taken on 
official roles with both BluWave Paddleboards 
(Team Rider and Event Coordinator) and the 
Ontario SUP Series (Ambassador and Social 
Media Coordinator). This year she’s defending 
her Elite Women’s Race title in the Ontario SUP 
Series (she kicked off the season with a 2nd at 
the Grand River season opener and a 3rd at the 
MEC Paddlefest event), while also competing as 
a member of the Eastern Surfing Association’s 
Great Lakes team in the spring and fall. 

Her journey to competitive paddling began with 
elusive surf dreams. With high school finished, 
she tried to convince her parents it made as 
much sense to move to Hawaii and learn to surf 
as it did to head off to university. It was a hard 
sell, but with some smart research, Amaral 
learned that Dalhousie University in Halifax had 
a commerce program that was conveniently 
close to some quality surfing. As she earned 
her degree, she literally got her feet wet in the 
world of surfing. After graduation, she and 
her boyfriend (now husband) took a year off to 
travel in Australia, and finally took some time to 

   Continued

GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.

Meet Ariel Amaral, the smiling face of  
Ontario SUP and surf  
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focus on surfing. On the way home from that 
trip, flat broke, they rented a paddleboard to 
‘share’ in Hawaii, and Amaral got her first taste 
of the sport, complete with sea turtles saying 
hello. 

Back in Canada, Amaral and her husband 
settled in Barrie. She joined the Barrie Canoe 
and Kayak club and quickly got another chance 
to SUP.  Realizing the new sport had momen-
tum, she decided to become an instructor. Thus 
began her quest for SUP knowledge. Today she 
is certified as Paddle Canada instructor, Level 3 
Paddle Fit instructor, and World Paddle Associ-
ation Class 1 instructor, and backs it all up with 
her Wilderness First Aid certification. 

As she pursued her first certification she com-
peted in her first race. After attending a Kalama 
Camp with legendary paddler and surfer Dave 
Kalama, she attended a race technique clinic 
and then decided to register for the Sunday 
race. “We figured we might as well do the camp 
on Friday, do the race training prep on Saturday 
and then race on Sunday,” recalls Amaral. “The 
race was five miles in the ocean so it was a 
pretty intense way to start – I figured I might as 
well just throw myself in.” 

For those who decide they want to take racing 
more seriously, Amaral says investing in a race 
or touring board is a huge but important step. 
“All-around boards are great for learning,” 
explains Amaral. “They are stable, fabulous for 

kids and you can pretty much do everything 
with them. But if you’re trying to race train, es-
pecially when it’s wavy, the board rides over the 
waves instead of through them…. A fast touring 
board can keep up if you can build your skill 
level up. If you have equal skill, the race board 
is designed to be fast. It’s not overly stable but 
it’s long and quick. Once you have the board, 
it’s about taking your knowledge of paddling 
and working with it. It’s all about tweaking 
your skill level and making everything more 
efficient. In a long race, it’s all about efficiency. 
Strength comes into play but it’s more skill than 
strength. Dave Kalama, who’s 50, can still com-
pete against guys who are 15 and win. When 
he says it’s all skill, you believe him.” 

While racing has been a big focus for Amaral, 
she continues to get out and surf as much as 
possible, both on her SUP and on a traditional 

surfboard. With surfing gaining popularity on 
the Great Lakes, she’s become part of another 
growing community. Amaral represented the 
Eastern Surf Association in New Jersey this 
spring along with Helene Filion and Robin Pac-
quing. “The real reason I got into SUP was for 
my passion of surf and it eventually brought me 
full circle,” explains Amaral. “I never imagined 
in my life that I’d be in a surf competition.” Ariel 
picked up a fifth place finish in the Women’s 
Longboard class and competed in the open 
SUP class as part of the Great Lakes team. 

Ariel’s spirit and quest for adventure has taken 
her far already, and after a simple cup of cof-
fee, I’m left with no doubt that there are many 
more adventures and achievements to come for 
this inspiring water woman. 
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“Once you have the board, it’s about taking your knowledge of 
paddling and working with it. It’s all about tweaking your skill 
level and making everything more efficient. In a long race, it’s all 
about efficiency. Strength comes into play but it’s more skill than 
strength. Dave Kalama, who’s 50, can still compete against guys 
who are 15 and win.”

GLEN HARRIS PHOTOS.
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northwindsbrewhouse.com

499 First Street (HWY 26)
Collingwood

CRAFT BREWED BEERS
LOCALLY SOURCED MENU
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All Day Breakfast • Bottomless Coffee

Home Style Cooking

519.599.5944
Hwy 26 W

orchidrestaurant.ca
Sun - Thur 7am - 3pm • Fri & Sat 7am - 8pm

THE ORCHID
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ABOVE: Worth protecting: lightly smoked and grilled Lake Erie pickerel caught off Wheatley, ON. JASON FINESTONE PHOTO.

By Jason Finestone

I first met Steffan Howard at FoodShare’s Recipe 
for Change Festival in Toronto back in February. The 
veteran Executive Chef for Pegasus Hospitality 
Group was serving frog’s legs at the culinary 
fundraiser – not unusual given the gastronomi-
cally adept attendees. But there was a purpose 
behind his menu choice – a message. 

Set up on an easel next to his portable clay 
oven was a detailed assembly of literature on 
Asian carp, seemingly unrelated to the amphib-
ians he was serving. Howard took the time to 
passionately explain why the invasive species 
of carp should be part of our dinner table talk, 
and perhaps even our menu.

“Frogs are just one of the lesser species in the 
aquatic ecosystem that will be entirely devas-
tated should Asian carp break in to the Great 
Lakes watershed,” Howard explained to me.

His statement was as distressing as it was 
intriguing. The issue of Asian carp has become 
one of widespread policy talks and high-level 
environmental involvement throughout North 
America. The abridged version reads as follows:

Asian carp (primarily silver and bighead carp) 
are an Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) native to 
China. Originally brought to the US in the 1970s 
to combat algae growth in fish farms, flooding al-
lowed them to escape into unguarded waterways. 
They’ve since migrated through the Mississippi 
and Ohio rivers, decimating native aquatic life 
due to their insatiable appetite and voracious 
spawning. Many fear the fish could enter Lake 
Michigan from the Mississippi River basin. 

But I was puzzled – the fear of overfishing 
native species is the main driver of the sustain-
able seafood movement. Great Lakes fisheries 
often struggle to stay afloat in an economically 
turbulent industry. Shouldn’t these carp pose 
the perfect solution? Chinese and Vietnamese 
populations have been consuming Asian carp 
for thousands of years. But are they unappetizing 
to the majority of North Americans? 

“Unlike common carp, which are bottom feed-
ers, Asian carp are very healthy freshwater fish,” 
explains Mike Schafer, whose Illinois-based 
Schafer Fisheries ships 30 million pounds 
of Asian carp internationally every year. “It’s 
wild catch, hormone-free, high in protein and 
omega-3 and accepts seasoning very well. The 
drawback is the bones.” 

Top international restaurants are serving sweet-
breads and tripe. Common delicacies like lob-
ster and tuna used to be considered garbage 
fish – suitable only for peasants and prisoners. 
So why is there no market for Asian carp? Sure-
ly some chefs must be serving it. “I was talking 
with some guys who cook with it on the regular 
in the US,” says Toronto’s Farmhouse Tavern 
Head Chef Alex Molitz. “I’ve never cooked with 
it myself, but it’s gotta be marketable.” 

Schafer Fisheries processes a variety of Asian 
carp products from fish dogs to jerky, but 
sales are scant. He’s made recommendations 
to a Senate Committee to distribute it as a 
food source for low-income and institutional 
consumption – governments won’t shell out a 
penny. “It’s simply not desirable for fishermen 
to focus on catching Asian carp at 10-25 cents 

a pound when whitefish or pike wholesale at $2 
a pound,” explains Schafer. Worse still, nearly 
93 percent of the mass is lost on a fillet.

If Asian carp got into capable hands, a viable 
commercial food product could be created. 
Aligned with a story of environmental advocacy, 
restaurants could help drive more competitive 
market prices for fisherman. Yet national advo-
cacy groups oppose the importation of Asian 
carp to Canada outright. 

“Buying Asian carp in Canada creates a poten-
tial pathway of invasion to the Great Lakes,” 
says Water Program Manager for Environmental 
Defense, Nancy Goucher. 

The last pathway for its consumable use in Cana-
da seems to be the Asian market. I found hacked 
up sections of it in Styrofoam slop buckets at a 
dozen Asian grocers – prescient of the diminish-
ing number of shoppers choosing to buy it.

“We don’t serve it here. It’s a lower-tier fish,” 
contends Jimi Fong at Xan Yu Seafood Restau-
rant in Toronto’s Chinatown. “Maybe you’d 
cook it at home but if someone can afford to be 
eating out, they’re not paying for this.” 

Unless Asian carp breach the Great Lakes, it 
seems as though the fish have little feasible use 
in the domestic culinary market. And though 
the message remains important, chefs like 
Steffan Howard will have to spread awareness 
through frog’s legs, while processors like Mike 
Schafer will shrug their shoulders at the snub-
bing of their sustainable ideals. 

GREATLAKES

Invasive Asian carp threaten the Great Lakes ecosystem and fisheries.  
If they ever breach our waters, could eating them be a solution?
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Words & photos by Allison Kennedy Davies 

Why are the best parties always in the kitchen? 
You know what I mean: the best conversations, 
the loudest laughter, the most interesting peo-
ple. Now, imagine a restaurant with wine, food 
and music built on that same vibe. 

A few Fridays ago, I discovered that the kitchen 
party rule holds true at Bruce Wine Bar & Kitch-
en. Steven Vipond and his wife Jennifer have 
joined forces with chef Shaun Edmonstone 
to create a unique experience in downtown 
Thornbury. The food draws on regional ingredi-
ents whenever possible—you’ll find items like 
wood-fired smoked Kolapore trout pizza and 
Ontario perch on the menu. The savvy staff 
back up their top-tier and often local beer, cider 
and wine selection (Jennifer is certified by the 
Wine and Spirit Education Trust and is currently 
working towards her sommelier certification at 
Niagara College).

But perhaps one of the biggest draws is the 
result of Steven Vipond’s longstanding love for 
independent artists and the music scene. The 
Bruce features live music every Friday night 
with artists ranging from young up-and-comers 
to established Juno nominees. “There are so 

many fantastic musicians out there who work 
hard for a living, often working two jobs,” ex-
plains Vipond. “I like to support them whenever 
I can and help them get their name out there—
it’s part of what we do.” 

From Aaron Garner to Romney Getty, Harlan 
Pepper to Craig Cardiff, there’s an excess of 

talent at the Bruce each week. With both a 
communal table for dining and a couch that 
lets you get up and close and personal with the 
artists as they perform, it’s a casual music-ap-
preciating atmosphere that works. 

The musicians love the vibe too. “We get calls 
and CD’s from people from coast to coast,” 
says Vipond. “We only do music on Friday 
nights so we can’t accommodate everyone but 
we do our best to make sure everyone gets a 
crack at it.” 

brucewinebar.ca

Perhaps one of the biggest draws is the result of Steven  
Vipond’s longstanding love for independent artists and the 
music scene.

Bruce Wine Bar & Kitchen

FOOD

LOW RES, SORRY, 
JUST REALIZED 

NOW!

http://www.brucewinebar.ca


WHEELWELL 
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By Noelle Wansbrough

Summer is not the time to hang up your bike 
and wait for cooler weather. Biking in the heat 
beats running or hiking – the natural breeze 
generated by two-wheeled locomotion has a 
welcome cooling effect. Here’s how to max out 
your summer pedalling enjoyment. 

TIME YOUR RIDES
Avoid riding between 11am-5pm if possible. 
Ride early, or after dinner. Avoid climbs and try 
to ride on roads or trails that have good cano-
pies with plenty of shade trees. If you have to 
climb, pick your route accordingly. Pretty River 
Valley climb is a better choice than Grey Road 
19 on a hot day. If you’re mountain biking avoid 
the open double track and meadowed areas 
and stay deep in the forest. Three Stage and 
Kolapore offer plenty of densely treed trails. 
When you’re road cycling keep in mind that 
the faster the speed, the cooler you’ll feel – so 
stick to flat roads where you can keep the pace 
up over 20km/per.

WEAR APPROPRIATE GEAR AND 
ACCESSORIES
Wear light colours – black is a popular choice 
among cyclists but should be avoided on hot 
days. White and thin is the way to go in the 
heat. Choose white or light-coloured jerseys 
made of technical wicking fabrics (avoid 
cotton), white helmet, and shoes. Even a white 
water bottle can make a difference. The more 
vents in your helmet, jersey and shoes the bet-
ter. Full zippers and mesh panels on jerseys all 
help keep you cool. One of my clients showed 
up for a training ride on a 30-degree day in full 
black (helmet, jersey, shorts, socks and a black 
water bottle) and quickly learned the impor-
tance of proper clothing colour. 

AVOID DEHYDRATION
Dehydration is always a factor on hotter days 
so make sure to drink at least 16-24 ounces of 
fluid before your ride. Depending on the length 
of your ride, double your normal fluid require-
ments and drink 500-1000ml per hour. Put a 
timer on your smartphone or bike computer 
to remind you to drink every 15 minutes. Any 
ride over 1 hour should include a drink with 

electrolytes. My personal favourite is eload but 
there are many suitable choices on the market. 
If my ride is over 1.5-2 hours on the road bike I 
will take a water bottle for pouring on my head 
and at least two or three more with electrolytes. 
I will often freeze one bottle and stick it in my 
back jersey pocket. Insulated water bottles 
such as a Camelbak Chill helps keep your drink 
icy longer. On the mountain bike, pack a 100-
oz hydration pack with lots of ice and water. 
Adding ice outside the bladder keeps contents 
and your back cold. 

Don’t forget the obvious: sunscreen and 
sunglasses. Your eyes can absorb a surprising 
amount of heat without glasses. 

Once your ride is finished, cool down at a high 
cadence/low effort for 20 minutes before a cool 
shower or a jump in the lake. Before you grab 
that post-ride beer grab a healthy snack and 
make sure to keep drinking fluids for two to 
three hours. 

Noelle Wansbrough is an NCCP trained cycling 
coach and owner of Pedal Pushers Cycling in 
Collingwood, ON. 

COOLHEADED  Summer riding tips from a cycling coach

Noelle Wansbrough, cool under the canopy. MARC LANDRY PHOTO.
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INNOVATION

Words & photos by Allison Kennedy Davies

In recent years, we’ve become a discerning 
bunch about our beverage choices. What we 
sip by the campfire and what we serve with 
our 100-mile meal really matters. With massive 
growth in the local craft beer scene, Georgian 
Bay is quickly becoming a hotbed for hard cider 
production too.  

As one of the largest apple growing regions 
in Ontario, cider is an ideal fit – for both local 
growers and local producers. As a region, we’re 
already welcoming a steady stream of tourists, 
and with a growing culinary tourism sector 
(think of the popular Apple Pie Trail), the cider 
industry has a promising future here. 

As The Ontario Craft Cider Association’s Nick 
Sutcliffe explains, the apples in the Geor-
gian Bay region are also a great fit for cider 
production. “The reality is that because it’s so 
far north but so close to a large body of water, 
the apples are spectacular for making cider,” 
explains Sutcliffe. “The cold weather increases 

the acidity and the higher the acidity, ultimately, 
the better the cider.” 

“People are looking for a good, natural quality 
refreshing drink and Ontario craft cider falls 
right in that category,” continues Sutcliffe. Nat-
urally gluten free, cider has also been a popular 
choice with a growing number of consumers 
seeking out that option.  

Cideries are popping up across the region. 
From the Beaver Valley Cidery near Kimber-
ley to Coffin Ridge in Leith, Thornbury Cider, 
Duxbury Cider in Meaford and Spirit Tree Cider 
near Caledon, the options for different tastes 
and experiences is expanding yearly. 

“This area has a long apple-growing tradition,” 
explains the Beaver Valley Cidery’s John Mott.  
“Among area growers, the competitive pres-
sures are tough. We see cider creating a new 
market for many of those apples. In the U.K., 
nearly half of their apple crop goes to cider. 
If we could even get a fraction of that here, it 

would be a big economic driver for this region.” 

Sutcliffe echoes that sentiment. “We’re having 
a massive impact and I think you’ll see a lot 
more trees going in the ground and a lot more 
farmers making more money,” he explains. “The 
Georgian Bay region has a huge role to play in 
the big picture of craft cider in Ontario.” 

So, this summer, whether you’re pairing a 
chilled bottle with your carefully crafted meal 
or packing your cooler with cans for your latest 
camping trip, you’ll be supporting local growers 
and producers while sampling some of the best 
craft cider in North America. We’ll drink to that!  

Check mountainlifemag.ca for an Ontario craft 
cider rundown.

ex p e r i e n c e . s i m c o e . c a

experience
Simcoe Countythe outdoors in

Connect  
and Share
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APPLE COUNTRY = CIDER COUNTRY

“We’re having a massive impact and I think you’ll see a lot more trees going 
in the ground and a lot more farmers making more money,” explains Ontario 
Craft Cider Association’s Nick Sutcliffe. “The Georgian Bay region has a 
huge role to play in the big picture of craft cider.”

Georgian Bay’s cold-climate apples make excellent craft cider. 
Growers & producers have taken note

Apple growers’ salvation? Beaver Valley Cidery bottles its small-
batch, handcrafted product. ALLISON KENNEDY DAVIES PHOTO.
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Bottom Right:

In summer the polar 
bears start feeling restless 
and hungry, preparing 
for their migration north 
to hunt seal on the pack 
ice in the late fall. Even if 
you’ve hired a guide with 
a high-powered rifle, it 
is unwise to venture very 
far from a vehicle. You 
often see Ursus maritimus 
along the coast, where 
they loll among the 
sun-warmed rocks and 
occasionally pick off 
unlucky beluga whales. 

BRAND CANADA 
LIBRARY  PHOTO.

Left Page:

Hudson Bay’s friendly 
beluga whales appear to 
be always smiling slightly; 
and they do seem happy 
and carefree, even if two 
terrifying predators – polar 
bears and killer whales – 
hunt them continuously. 
But here where they 
congregate in the bluegreen 
waters of the Churchill 
River estuary to calve, and 
feed on capelin, they’re 
relatively safe from both  
– it is too shallow for the 
orcas and too deep and far 
from land for the bears. 

PAUL COLANGELO 
PHOTO.

Top Right:

Aurora Borealis viewing 
improves as the summer 
progresses. By mid-
August on a clear night 
you’re guaranteed a show, 
though not as intense or 
long-lasting as in winter. 

TRAVEL MANITOBA 
PHOTO.
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Subarctic Summer
Forget the beach; Churchill, Manitoba is a coastal wildlife viewer’s haven with fascination to spare

By Ned Morgan

Shipwrecks, abandoned Cold War–era military installations, beluga whale pods in their thousands, polar bear 
families hunting among the boulders of the coast – just a few of the sights available on a summer visit to the 

seaport and ecotourism hub on Hudson Bay. Midsummer is the time to visit Churchill: fireweed and other wildflowers 
brighten up the landscape for photos, the climate feels like southern Ontario in May, the bears are active (to view 
from the safety of a jet boat, truck, or tundra crawler vehicle) but the crowds are light compared to peak bear-viewing 
season in the fall. 

TRAVEL

NED, 
CAN WE 
GET THIS 

HIGHER RES 
OR TOO 
LATE?



Top to Bottom:

One day I rented a truck 
and drove it onto an 
unserviced coastal road 
to this shipwreck, the 
ore freighter Ithaca, on 
the deserted Hudson Bay 
tidal flats. I wanted to 
take photos and the road 
seemed drivable at a slow 
pace and I wasn’t going 
far – only about 3km off 
the main road. After taking 
photos for an hour, my 
rear wheels spun out and 
sank a foot into the sand. I 
was hopelessly stuck – and 
alone in polar bear country 
with no way to contact 
anyone, since cell phones 
don’t work here. Wielding 
my cast-aluminum tripod 
to use as a weapon if 
necessary, I jogged out to 
the road and was lucky 
to flag down a passing 
motorist.

BRAND CANADA 
LIBRARY PHOTO.
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Kayaking is the best non-
motorized way to view the 
ever-mobile beluga pods. 
Twice belugas bumped my 
kayak, once almost flipping 
me, as if they were playing 
a game of Upsidedown 
Bobbing For Kayaks. A 
guide told me that she wet-
rescued a paddler upended 
last summer by a beluga 
headbutt.  
BRAND CANADA 
LIBRARY PHOTO. 

Check  mountainlifemag.ca  
for more photos and video of our 
trip. Thanks to Travel Manitoba. 
travelmanitoba.com and 
everythingchurchill.com
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The lonely, beautiful, 
inhospitable Hudson Bay 
coastline.  

TRAVEL MANITOBA 
PHOTO.



By Colin Field

If you were lucky enough to befriend “Wee” Willi Winkels in Jozo’s Bar 
at the base of Blue Mountain then you have a good idea of just how 
legendary his story is. His contributions to skateboarding, skiing and 
wakeboarding are impressive. The fact that he helped invent snowboard-
ing while growing up in Brampton is mind-blowing.

An inventor, an athlete and an entrepreneur, Willi was taken from us far 
too soon. He truly was one of Collingwood’s unsung heroes.

• • •

Born in Germany in 1956, Winkels was the youngest of seven kids. The 
family literally took the boat to Canada before Willi was a year old. And 
because his father’s name was also Willi, Willi Winkels Junior got the 
nickname “Wee.” 

They came straight to Toronto. His father started a door-manufacturing 
company in Malton, Ontario and Willi grew up on Edenvale Crescent, op-
posite St. George’s Golf Club. And he began skateboarding in the 1960s.

“All my neighbours had two-by-fours with steel wheels on them,” he re-
called. “They rode straight down the driveway and then jumped off when 
they hit the curb. I was skiing all the time. In the summer, there was 
nothing to do, so we’d go skateboarding on these old boards.”

• • •

After breaking one plywood skateboard deck after another, Winkels sat 
down with his father to create a stronger deck. Lamination seemed the 
obvious choice. They went with seven plies of maple – a design still wide-
ly used by skateboard manufacturers today.

And it was through a friendship with pro skateboarder Lonnie Toft that 
Willi’s influence on skateboarding exploded.

“In 1976 Lonnie just asked me, ‘If I give you one of my templates, can 
you make me a board? I’m going in a skateboard contest, and I’m gonna 
use it in the contest,’” remembered Willi. 

“At the time they were silkscreening t-shirts at the Sims factory with the 
Sims Pure Juice graphic. And Lonnie just happened to walk in there and 
say, ‘Can you silkscreen my board?’ He went to the contest the next day 
and all the kids saw the board and freaked out. Everyone else was on a 
Logan Earth Ski, or a fibreglass Hobie Cat, or a plastic board. The plastic 
boards were garbage, the Hobie Cats were too stiff, but my board was 
just perfect.

“Lonnie won the contest, doing stuff nobody had ever seen before. The 
next day, Tom Sims got thousands of phone calls about the board, but he 
didn’t know anything about it.”

It wasn’t long before Tom Sims himself was at Willi’s doorstep begging 
him to make boards for the Sims company. For the next ten years, the 
Wee Willi Winkels Skateboard Company manufactured decks for Sims, 

“Skiboarding” was a popular term, but when a company 
in Europe trademarked the name, Willi knew he had 
to come up with something else. He decided to call it 
“snowboarding.” The name stuck.

Local athlete, inventor and entrepreneur was
an unsung superstar of outdoor recreation
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WEE WONDER



27 Bruce St. South, Thornbury   l  519-599-7769   l  sisitrattoria.com

Backyard Patio is now open! 

Visit Sisi Trattoria for a taste of Italy in the Village of Thornbury. 

Enjoy the simple pleasures of food, wine and good company all in 

equal measure!

Open for dinner Tuesday through Saturday @ 4

greatwolf.com/niagara • 800.605.9653 (WOLF)

Package includes one night stay at Great Wolf Lodge, two days  
of waterpark play and passes to all three Ripley’s attractions.
Based on a family of four.  
Valid now - December 30, 2014  •  Promotion Code: MLMRIPLEYS 
* Attractions passes valid for: Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Museum, Ripley’s Moving Theatre and Louis Tussauds Wax Museum. Offer Valid only 
at Niagara Fall, ON location and only on dates listed above. Valid per night for single or multiple night stays, must be mentioned at time of 
reservation and based on 2014 standard rates. Limited number of rooms available for each date. May not be valid during holiday and blackout 
periods or combined with any other discount or promotional offers.  Multiple night minimum stay may apply.  Must stay by date listed above for 
offer to apply.  Offer based on 4 guests per room and may be terminated at any time without notice.  Must have one individual 21 years of age  
or older staying in each room.  Offer is not redeemable for cash.

SAVE OVER $85.00
WHEN YOU BOOK THE RIPLEY’S PACKAGE
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Hosoi and others. The door-manufacturing company became a major 
skate deck production facility with up to 30 employees, producing nearly 
2000 boards a week. These boards were shipped to California in empty 
fruit crates, and if you were a Canadian kid looking for a Sims deck, they 
were then shipped back to you. 

• • •

After years on the competitive ballet-skiing circuit (he even had his own 
pro-model skis), Willi began to experiment with skiboards on the slopes 
of the St. George’s Golf Course. It was 1978. 

At the time different names were being used to describe this new sport. 
“Skiboarding” was a popular term, but when a company in Europe trade-
marked the name, Willi knew he had to come up with something else. He 
decided to call it “snowboarding.” The name stuck.

Willi visited his friend Lonnie Toft that year in California. They both had 
highly customized snowboards and they somehow convinced the patrol 
at Mammoth Mountain to let them ride the lift. Tom Sims was with them. 
Tom was on skis.

The photo above is from that day. Tom Sims took it. Arguably the first 
“snowboard photo shoot” ever. 

Willi went on to snowboard Blue Mountain’s Apple Bowl later that year, 
and Tom Sims went on to become a World Champion snowboarder in 
1983 and create an empire based on this new sport. 

• • •

Willi’s legacy will live on. His life was a golden era of invention, exper-
imentation and entrepreneurship. The list of things he was a part of is 
incredible: he was making fingerboards long before FlickTrix decks were 
invented, he built longboards decades before Sector 9, he was one of 
the first people ever to wakeboard in Muskoka, he was an avid motor-
ized-skateboard rider, he invented a portable cassette player before the 
Sony Walkman – the list goes on and on.

His mind was an encyclopedia of lore and history. From grass skiing at 
Talisman Resort, to his Wee Willi Winkels Skateboard & Rollerskates shop 
at Dundas and Bloor, the stories flowed out of him. 

For the last 20 years Willi and his wife lived in Collingwood. They split 
time between here and Big White. He passed away on March 18, 2014. 
He was too young. His life will be celebrated on September 27 at the 
Toronto Ski Club. 

In 1978, Willi and Lonnie Toft had highly customized 
snowboards and they somehow convinced the patrol 
at Mammoth Mountain to let them ride the lift. Tom 
Sims was with them. Tom was on skis.

Willi in the first snowboard shoot ever, Mammoth Mountain, CA. TOM SIMS PHOTO.
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GALLERY

“Brett Tippie follows 
Wade Simmons down 

some natural rock steps. I 
tried to create a scene not 
typical of Ontario. Getting 

the spacing of the two 
subjects right was key and 
challenging due to the tree 
that, if placed wrong, could 

break my composition. I 
got high and wide at 14mm 

to get a perspective that 
showed the two riders and 

the trail best. I waited until 
Wade was just around the 
far corner to snap the shot 

so that viewers could see 
where the trail went in the 

Vietnam-like conditions on 
that day. The humidity was 

oppressive and my lenses 
were fogging up between 

frames. I needed to get 
f/5.6 for a bit of depth 
of field which required 

pushing the ISO to 5600. 
Luckily not an issue for 
the Nikon D4.” MARC 

LANDRY PHOTO.



ABOUT THIS SHOT

“Ben Leclaire at The Ranch wakepark near Newmarket, from 
a private shoot the O’Neill team set up. I was literally floating 
in the water (with no water housing) wearing a couple of life 

jackets like shorts. I had people floating in outboards with 
flashes for lighting.” RICHARD ROTH PHOTO.

“Wakestock. I was shooting directly 
down from on top of the Colling-
wood Grain Terminals. It’s pretty 
cool up there, and getting up there 
requires walking through the movie 
set for multiple horror movies.”
RICHARD ROTH PHOTO.

ABOUT THIS SHOT



ABOUT THESE SHOTS (TOP TO BOTTOM)

“A speckled trout flashes in the early morning 
light at the storied Nekabong Fishing Lodge 
in Quebec. The specs in this region have a 
unique red colouring which makes them more 
visible near the surface of the water.” JASON 
VAN BRUGGEN PHOTO.

 “A perfectly camouflaged moth sits on a piece of old barn board at Wellspring Farm, Mulmur, 
ON. The Isabella tiger moth (which I believe this to be) hatches from a wooly bear caterpillar. 
This species has some remarkable survival skills and overwinters, frozen, in its caterpillar 
form before feeding and pupating. They have been known to live through as many as 14 
winters.”

MIDDLE & BOTTOM: “Ontario’s bees are under duress. We’ve seen the impact of neonicoti-
noid insecticides on our hives, which were virtually wiped out last year. The lower shot of the 
bees shows a hive full of activity, while the macro shot of the single bee is a carcass. Luckily 
things have taken a turn for the better this year and our colonies are thriving, at least for now.”
JASON VAN BRUGGEN PHOTOS.

ABOUT THIS SHOT



ABOUT THESE SHOTS

 “Shooting over the years I 
realize that I like capturing 
the shot in a photojournalistic 
style instead of setting up 
a beautiful shot and having 
several takes before nailing it. 
There’s something about being 
in the moment that is real and 
satisfying.”

Left page: “The Peninsula is 
so beautiful from the water. 
Getting in it and shooting 
upwards, I captured the rock 
and clearness of the Bay with 
some motion.” GLEN HARRIS 
PHOTO

Top Left: “This was a treat. 
Capturing Leslie Timms on 
her latest route at Lion’s Head 
was an honour. Shooting down 
overlooking the Bay, you ap-
preciate how world-class it is 
around here.” GLEN HARRIS 
PHOTO.

Bottom Right: “My housing for 
the Nikon lasted one season 
before I cracked the bubble 
on a shoreline rock. But 
earlier I did manage to catch 
my daughter Noa off the dock 
in Muskoka. F15 and be there.” 
GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.



ABOUT THIS SHOT

“Ben Reasbeck on Ben’s Trail during the filming 
of Shreds or Tails. I think it’s about a 25-footer. 
One external flash fired with a pocket wizard. 
I just thought the tree was really unique and 
made for a cool shot.” COLIN FIELD PHOTO.



GEARGUIDE

SUMMER
GEAR GUIDE

Available now at Squire John’s.   www.squirejohns.com

Ride with confidence.
and without compromise.

Ride with us.
Specialized Amira, Dolce & Ruby

Women’s bikes that are focused and driven by real 
needs and wants, whether it‘s smaller diameter tubing 

and lighter bike weights, or superior comfort and fit.

Test ride them at Squire John’s.

www.squirejohns.com
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5.10 FREERIDER VXI ELEMENTS
Rock climbers will tell you that 5.10’s rubber compounds are the best. 
So when you check out the Freeriders and are confused about the lack 
of tread pattern, realize this: the only “complaint” about 5.10 biking 
shoes is that they’re too grippy. Too grippy! Imagine. So on the VXi, the 
STEALTH rubber compound is an amazing complement to flat pedals 
whether the trails are wet, snow-covered, or absolutely perfect. Combine 
these with a brand new pair of flat pedals and you’ll never take a pedal 
to the shin ever again. –CF  fiveten.com

EIDER TARGET KNIT JACKET ($249)
New this summer, Eider’s Target Jacket 
combines three superfine mesh layers for 
maximum stretch, breathability and lightness. 
Made of waterproof, windproof Gore-Tex Active 
technology, the jacket is fully seam sealed, 
with waterproof zippers on chest pocket and 
front. Hood has spandex binding and the hem 
boasts an elastic drawcord. Thumbholes in cuffs 
extend hand coverage. With a slim, athletic fit, 
this is a raincoat/windbreaker/casualwear with a 
difference.  eider.com

GHOST SE 2970 BICYCLE ($1200)
Similar to the SE 2920, the 2970 boasts a higher-end component set and 
RockShox fork with a little extra travel. The 29’er wheels maintain extra 
momentum and roll smoothly over rough trails. Large-scale disc brakes 
control your velocity and premium Shimano components provide fast reli-
able shifting so you can pinpoint your focus on the trail. The 7000 series 
aluminum frame is strong, durable and reactive while keeping the weight 
and price low. German-made Ghost bikes are available only at MEC.  
mec.ca

JULBO SWELL SUNGLASSES ($110-$180)
The Swell is streamlined, tough and extremely 
lightweight – it floats. This model will serve 
sailors, paddlers, anglers and anyone in 
outdoor active pursuits; the Grip Nose, temples 
with Grip Tech and adjustable cord mean the 
glasses stay on your face like a limpet on a 
rock. With their robust polypropylene con-
struction and shatterproof lenses, they’re your 
new weapon for adventurous waters. The Po-
larized 3+ lens in the model we tested reduces 
glare and sharpens clarity on or off the water. 
julbousa.com  also available at mec.ca

OSPREY VARIANT 52 BACKPACK ($225)
For the virtuoso packmaker’s 40th anniversary year, Osprey 
has added upgrades to the Variant and other lines. For the 
52, one of Osprey’s most popular, upgrades include the 
addition of the removable FlapJacket

 
closure system for 

weather-protected lidless use, simplified shove-it pocket 
and use of durable yet lightweight fabric. The expedition 
suspension and contoured backpanel ensure comfort 
and load transfer with minimal snow and ice buildup 
on the user’s back. Removable frame, framesheet and 
hipbelt shaves off an extra 624 grams. Good for both 
pros and weekenders.  ospreypacks.com; CDN orders: 
altitude-sports.com
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ARC’TERYX CITA HOODY ($150)
Revised this year, the women’s Cita Hoody is a trim-fit-
ting, minimalist, and insanely lightweight/packable 
running jacket. While constructed with windproof, wa-
ter-resistant fabric in the body and sleeves, the large, 
open mesh underarm panels keep body heat under 
control. Reflective blazes improve visibility in low light 
and a slight drop-hem protects lower back area. Small 
fitted hood adds extra coverage. Stows inside its own 
pocket.  arcteryx.com

GSI STAINLESS ESPRESSO  
MAKER ($39-$54)
Sometimes “old” technology can’t 
really be improved on. This classic 
stainless steel espresso maker delivers 
a superior brew for those who see no 
reason to compromise while camping. 
It’s extremely rugged, simple to use, 
packable, and easy to clean. Base fits 
securely on most camp stoves. Body 
top unscrews for filling, emptying, and 
cleaning. Available in a four-shot or 
one-shot version.  GSIOutdoors.com   
also available at mec.ca

MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR 
DRYRUNNER JACKET ($120)
Lightweight, elite-level running 
jacket that’s water- and wind-re-
sistant, the DryRunner is made 
for the runner who’ll be chugging 
along even in bad weather. Out-
side, a water-and wind-resistant 
shell keeps the elements at bay, 
while inside, Wick.Q EVAP tech-
nology means faster evaporation 
and a smoother feel than other 
wicking systems. Features include 
one-handed hem drawcord, full 
front zipper with chin guard, 
reflective trim for visibility, DWR 
finish.  mountainhardwear.com

THERM-A-REST MIRA -9C DOWN SLEEPING BAG ($389)
Therm-a-Rest has integrated its new insulation technology and design elements to deliver increased comfort 
and optimum weight efficiency. The next-to-skin ThermaCapture reflective lining captures radiant body heat, 
boosting warmth without added weight or bulk. The women’s-specific differential cuts and shorter overall 
lengths maximize loft and minimize excess space. And as with all Therm-a-Rest bags, Synergy-Link Con-
nectors integrate bag and mattress, keeping them securely aligned without cold spots. Fill: 750+ Down. 
Weight: 1 lb 12 oz.  thermarestsleepingbags.com

TEVA NIYAMA FLATS ($100)
These durable Mary Janes are 
all grown up, featuring a soft 
EVA footbed, collapsible design, 
a women’s specific shape and 
fit, and sporty mesh to see you 
through your days at home or on 
the other side of the planet. Ideal 
for wear with jeans, capris, khakis 
or a skirt. The strap can be rotated 
around to the back and tucked 
through the loop at the heel to 
convert the shoe into a slip-on. 
tevaonline.ca

PELICAN 2760 LED HEADLIGHT ($45.95)
Built with legendary Pelican durability, this 
headlight offers multi-beam functionality so 
you can light up distant trails or the map 
in your hands. It also includes night-vi-
sion-friendly red mode and a downcast mode 
to provide close-quarter reading light for use 
in tents. (The efficient 40-lumens downcast 
mode performs for up to 14 hours.) Con-
structed of water/weather resistant polymer, 
it pivots to a 45 degree angle to direct clean 
brilliant light where needed. Weighs just over 
3 ounces with three AAA batteries (includ-
ed). Includes a full-time battery life indicator.  
pelicanprogear.ca

WALK TO CRAIGLEITH  $1,995,000 
Gorgeous,  new chalet nestled in on a private 
100ft lot. Over 5,000 sq ft of beautiful design 
details! This modern home is warmed by the 
use of barnboard and unique touches through 
out. The home offers an upper level great room 
with a 21ft ceiling providing exceptional views 
to the hills. Fully landscaped yard with pool, 
pool house and patio area with fire pit. Turn key 
opportunity! MLS # 20136433

HOLLY STONE
Sales Representative
Locations North, Brokerage 
Direct: 705-888-5775
hollymstone@gmail.com

HEAVENLY VIEWS  $1,595,000 
Fantastic Acreage Property with gorgeous 
views from every window of the recently 
constructed timber frame home.
150 Acres of hardwood, pine and working 
fields,  wonderful streams with trails 
through out.  MLS# 20142822D

ADMIRAL’S GATE  $499,000
Beautifully appointed 2700 sq ft Garden 
Unit with main floor master, and den 
with ensuite. Total of 4+ bedrooms, 4 full 
bathrooms, wonderful waterfront property 
with pool and 3 pkg spots. 
MLS#20140828

NEW
LOCATION

luxury fashion for discerning women

shopdana.ca | 705.446.1496
Like us on Facebook at Shopdana-EchoTrends
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OUTDOOR RESEARCH ASTROMAN SHIRT 
($85)
Designed for exposed climbs on sunny days, 
or everyday summer wear, the Astroman Shirt 
provides UPF 50+ protection and stretches, 
wicks and breathes. Additional sun protection 
comes from the shirt’s Sun Snap Collar, which 
folds up and snaps in place to shield your neck 
from solar rays. 85% nylon, 15% spandex.  
outdoorresearch.com

COBRA CPP 300 SP SOLAR USB CHARGER ($79.95)
The new Cobra portable charger features dual high-efficiency 
solar panels in a lightweight and rugged design that opens 
and closes like a book, doubling its solar area for a rapid 2.1 
amp charge on up to three devices at once. Includes three 
USB output ports and an illuminated LCD display of power 
level and charge status. At only 6” in height by 3.65” wide, 
this is packable power for long days outdoors. Cobra.com

DAKINE TRAIL PHOTO BACKPACK
With this pack you’ll never miss those Kodak moments 
again. The all-sport camera pack features a compres-
sion-molded backpanel, multiple lash points for a tripod 
and a padded waist belt. The side-entry camera gear 
zipper allows you to easily grab your camera when the 
shooting’s good. The camera block is also removable in 
case you want to just use the bag as, well, a bag. –CF
ca.dakine.com

PATAGONIA SKEENA WADERS ($469)
You’d be hard-pressed to do better than these wad-
ers, with tough 4-layer poly microfiber and Patago-
nia’s proprietary waterproof/breathable H2No barrier 
fabric, plus loads of extras like chest hand-warmer 
pockets. Whether you’re casting for hours in boreal 
river pools or scrambling in and out of a sit-on-top 
kayak, the fact is that most wader failure is caused by 
abrasion along inner leg seams. The solution for wad-
er longevity? Move the seams out of the high-wear 
zone to the back outside of each leg. The Skeena 
River Waders feature single-seam construction for 
enhanced durability and freedom of movement. 
Patagonia.com/ca

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ALTITUDE RALLY EDITION ($5599.99)
Spec’d out for more demanding users, this pro-level ride is ready to 
stomp the ugliest Enduro course straight out of the box. In climb mode, 
it makes ascents like a hardtail but remains an unshakeable downhill 
monster on descents thanks to the Float X rear suspension and burlier 
wheels. Featuring DH-width bars, 1x10 drivetrain, drop post, suspension 
lock-out and more, the Altitude Rally is ready to crush berm after berm 
on the most technical mountain terrain in the world.  Bikes.com

SPY FRAZIER SUNGLASSES ($94-$144)
The SPY Happy Lens could be one of the biggest 
improvements in sunglass lenses since polar-
ization. It is the first and only lens technology 
designed to foster a positive boost in mood, 
alertness and circadian rhythm by allowing 
mood-enhancing long-wave blue light rays into 
the eyes. (The science is backed up on the SPY 
website with third-party studies.) We demoed the 
Happy Bronze with Green Spectra Mirror lenses 
and found the outside world transformed – its 
edges sharpened, its colours and contrasts deep-
ened, and its harshness softened while boosting 
clarity. Ideal for hiking, golfing, inland fishing and 
paddling, cycling, driving.  Spyoptic.com

www.thetackshoppe.com       705-445-4041       4174 County Rd 124, Nottawa, Ontario 

Like us on 

Whether your project is a custom home or cottage, or a reno-
vation of an existing property, the Valleyview team will deliver 

exceptional craftsmanship and superior results every time.

Valley View Construction is a  proud member of the South Georgian Bay Builders and Trades Association

Contact us with any enquiries at 705 444 4869
progers@valleyviewconstruction.com
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VASQUE TAKU GTX ($199)
The Taku moves you efficiently over varied 
terrain with the dexterity and feel of a trail 
runner, and the stability and toughness 
of an alpine-worthy boot with a Vibram 
sole. Rest assured the Gore-Tex liner will 
breathe in the summer and shrug off the 
rain, wind, and water the rest of the year. 
2.0mm waterproof nubuck leather and 
molded rubber toe cap create long-lasting 
durability while the tightly woven nylon 
mesh collar and tongue adds significant 
comfort and breathability. Women’s and 
men’s styles available.  vasque.com/CAD

SIERRA DESIGNS ALL SEASONS WINDJACKET 
($169)
This durable, 4-way-stretch softshell is ideal for main-
taining comfort under high exertion in wind or light rain. 
The welded, stitch-free urban style conceals the pro-lev-
el technology at work here. The double-woven fabric is 
highly tear-resistant and boasts a soft interior for added 
comfort. The die-cut underarm vents keep you cool 
without the bulk and hassle of zippers, while the unique 
hood design lays flat when down, instead of bunching 
behind your head. Constructed of nicely stretchy 50% 
nylon, 39% polyester, 11% spandex weave fabric with 
DWR (Durable Water Repellent). Trim fit. Women’s and 
men’s styles available.  sierradesigns.com

ISLABIKE CNOC 16 ($269.99)
When it comes to kids’ bikes, there is a serious hole in the market. 12- and 
16-inch bikes often weigh up to 25 pounds – more than most road bikes. 
And it’s way too heavy for a child to enjoy. Sure this one costs a bit more 
than your average big box store bike, but the thing is, this bike is built to 
ride, not built to meet a price point. Weighing in at just over 13 pounds, this 
16-incher features a micro-reach brake lever, coaster brake, a proportional 
aluminum frame and lightweight wheels. –CF  islabikes.com

HT AE03 PEDALS
If it’s possible for pedals to be sexy, then these things fit the bill. 
With HT’s bearing technology they’re able to put the bearings on 
the outside of the spindle. By doing this they can make the pedal 
incredibly thin: 11mm thin. Why do you want a pedal to be so thin? 
Well it makes them lightweight (352 grams), provides great clear-
ance, lowers your weight on the bike and makes them less likely 
to roll underfoot. Plus, it comes with a bag of extra pins to ensure 
your foot never slips. –CF  ht-components.com

VICTORINOX SWISS ARMY RANGERGRIP 74 ($120)
The new RangerGrip will serve anglers and adventurers well, with heavi-
er-duty versions of the extensions you’d find on a regular pocket knife, 
including can and bottle openers, wrench, screwdriver, awl, plus a 4.5” 
safety-lock blade, sturdy pliers/wire cutters, reamer, and more.
swissarmy.com/ca

TILLEY URBAN SAFARI SHIRT ($109)
The cotton/poly blend of this Canadian-made 
travel shirt hits an optimum sweet spot, deliver-
ing both comfort and performance. The ample 
foldable collar allows sun protection when 
needed as well as a place for your camera strap 
to rest. Stretchy side panels and bar-tacks add 
finesse and durability.  tilley.com

10 Keith Ave. Cranberry Mews • Unit 402 • Collingwood • 705-445-5239
NEW LOCATION 12 Commerce Park Drive, Unit C, Barrie • 705-733-3663

Blue Mountain Village • 705-444-2627
www.onetoothcollingwood.com & www.onetoothbarrie.com

for Men and Women

Be Canadian | Be Beautiful | Be Proud | Be ONE

Blue Mountain Village
New Location in Barrie

ONE TOOTH
active wear



DUNCANS CAFÉ

If you don’t like a fresh and diverse menu paired with suggested wines from all regions and if you really 
don’t like original-art-covered interiors, wait staff with personality and the best dining experience in 
Collingwood... then you’d better not come to Duncans Café, where every dish is prepared and served 
with love! Reserve your favourite table again!
60 Hurontario St., Collingwood
duncanscafe.ca
705.444.5749

AZZURRA TRATTORIA

Collingwood’s Azzurra has a longstanding reputation for blending classic Italian dishes with up-market 
contemporary cuisine. Pastas, pastries and desserts are crafted in-house with fresh, seasonal 
ingredients. The ‘Pranzo Italiano’ menu is a lively and unique way to accommodate larger tables.
100 Pine Street, Collingwood 
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771
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SISI TRATTORIA

“La Dolce Vita in Thornbury!” With a focus on food and a passion for wine, Sisi Trattoria now offers 
a superb Italian menu using fresh and authentic ingredients. VQA and international wine selections 
include Sisi’s own vineyard in Argentina. With a sweet new patio, Sisi’s is a come-as-you-are and bring-
everyone-from-the-beach kind of place. Kick off your flip flops and relax. You’re at home here! 

27 Bruce St. S., Thornbury  sisitrattoria.com  

519.599.7769   

THE CHEESE GALLERY

The Cheese Gallery is a cheese shop and tasting bar nestled within an Art Gallery setting. Their focus 
is to provide customers with extraordinary local and international cheeses, locally produced artisan’s 
foods, and the talents of a group of artists who work in all media. Drop by to savour the tastes, feel the 
energy, and experience the art!
11 Bruce Street S, Thornbury 
thecheesegallery.com  
519.599.6699 

BRUCE WINE BAR & KITCHEN

Tucked away in the alley behind the TD Bank, this unique eatery features two venues in one. Take out or 
dine in, and feast on traditional Neapolitan wood-fired pizzas, salads and sandwiches downstairs in The 
Kitchen, or head upstairs to the Wine Bar for an array of fine wines, spirits and craft beer, delectable 
shared plates and live music on Friday nights. The Kitchen serves up lunch and dinner Tuesday–
Sunday. 
8 Bruce St. S, Thornbury (behind TD bank)
brucewinebar.ca  519.599.1112

FEATURERESTAURANTS

THE HUNGRY SUMO

We aim to satisfy your love of sushi, teriyaki and tempura. Check out our extensive and reasonably 
priced menu. Lunch offers popular Bento Box combinations as well as a large range of sushi. Whether 
you dine in or take out you will certainly not leave a Hungry Sumo! 188 First Street, Collingwood.
thehungrysumo.com
705.293.1037

COPPER BLUES

The first restaurant to open in the Blue Mountain Village, Copper Blues is a true Village pioneer. 
Featuring a casual yet sophisticated menu for lunch and dinner daily, diners can enjoy AAA Black 
Angus steaks, fresh seafood, vintage wine and much more. Our talented hospitality team is here to 
entertain your every request. Dining at its finest.....Service at its best! Specializing in Corporate & Group 
events.
copperblues.com 
705.446.2643

GREEN MANGO TREE THAI FUSION  

Collingwood’s Thai food hotspot offers favourites such as Lemongrass beef short ribs, coconut shrimp 
and spring rolls stuffed with pork, shrimp or veggie salad and rolled in rice paper with a delicious house 
lime sauce. Other dishes include Tom yum soup, Chicken curry, Thai fried rice and Tamarind shrimp. 
Signature dishes are offered along with vegetarian options.  
Unit 6, 115 First Street, Collingwood 
greenmangotree.com
705.443.8809
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KAYTOO 

Located in the bright yellow Mill Pond Boathouse, Kaytoo is hard to miss in the Village at Blue Mountain. 
Kaytoo explores what it means to be Canadian through its coast-to-coast inspired menu. With an 
outstanding three-level patio right on the Mill Pond, Kaytoo is one of the Village’s busiest spots. 
kaytoo.ca 
705.445.4100

THE ORCHID

Thornbury’s crowd-pleasing Orchid is justly famous for its fast-and-friendly family feasting and its All 
Day Breakfast served your way, plus bottomless coffee, 7am to 3pm every day. Featuring eat-in or take-out 
dining and homemade lunches and dinners as well. Open for dinner Thursday to Saturday till 8pm, the 
Orchid also offers free WiFi. Located on Highway 26 on the western edge of Thornbury.
orchidrestaurant.ca
519.599.5944

THORNBURY BAKERY CAFÉ 

Finally a fresh, moist bread that is not only gluten, dairy and egg free, but delicious!  Made fresh, from 
scratch with quinoa flour, chia seeds and coconut oil (among other things), it truly is a break-through in 
gluten-free bread. Order it on your favourite sandwich and then pick-up some loaves and buns to take home.  
12 Bruce St. S, Thornbury
thornburybakerycafe.com  
519.599.3311

PIPER’S SPORTS BAR & GRILL

Combines the traditional pub atmosphere and the new wave of modern upscale sports bars. A menu for 
all ages featuring fine fresh salads & sandwiches, homemade burgers and pastas and Buffalo wings. 
Come to watch the game on one of our many large screen TV’s. Choose from more than a dozen tap 
beers. Entertainment monthly.
54 King Street East, Thornbury.
pipersthornbury.com
226.665.0094
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O p t i c a l ,  s u n g l a s s e s  &  a c c e s s O r i e s

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off

Village at Blue, Blue Mountains, on
705-445-3168   enVyeyewear.coM

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

Alpina Goggles
European engineered, available 
with Quattroflex lens to brighten 
and sharpen vision. We also carry 
optical inserts for ski goggles.

See our collection 
of  Toy Watch, Boss, 
Oakley & Tommy 
Hilfiger watches

*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

Like us on Facebook: Facebook.com/EnvyEyewear

O p t i c a l ,  s u n g l a s s e s  &  a c c e s s O r i e s

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off

Village at Blue, Blue Mountains, on
705-445-3168   enVyeyewear.coM

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

Alpina Goggles
European engineered, available 
with Quattroflex lens to brighten 
and sharpen vision. We also carry 
optical inserts for ski goggles.

See our collection 
of  Toy Watch, Boss, 
Oakley & Tommy 
Hilfiger watches

*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

OSBE Helmets, made in Italy, are 
known for their technological superior-
ity, innovative designs, top rated safety 
features and overall quality, never mind 
their cool looks. Come in and see us at 
Envy Eyewear and join the ‘goggle free’ 
revolution. Preorder now for next years 
ski season.

Envy eyewear is the exclusive 
Ontario retailer of OSBE helmets

MENCHIE’S FROZEN YOGURT 

A rotating selection of eclectic frozen yogurt flavours, every topping under the sun and YOU create your 
own masterpiece. At Menchie’s you pay by weight, not by topping, so you indulge just a little....or a lot! 
Enjoy everything from fruit to decadent toppings and sauces.  Fun and flavor wrapped up into one unique 
experience.  Gluten-, dairy- and sugar-free options available.   
170 Jozo Weider Blvd., Blue Mountain Village (across from Sunset Grill)
menchies.ca
705.446.YUMM

CREEMORE KITCHEN

Creemore Kitchen sources their food locally and make everything from scratch and put a lot of love in 
everything they do. Owners Caesar and Sam have a great time doing this and would love to share that 
with you. Specialties include seasonal pastas and fish, house-made beef and pork burgers, Mung Bean 
Stew with Garlic Fried Rice and much more.
134 Mill Street, Creemore   
creemorekitchen.ca
705.466.2900

ROYAL MAJESTY ESPRESSO BAR 

Royal Majesty Espresso Bar Bakery in Blue Mountain Village serves up the finest espressos, lattes, 
loose-leaf organic teas and Belgian hot chocolate as well as fresh made soups, salads & sandwiches. 
Try their famous OOEY GOOEY cinnamon rolls or the perfect croissant, all baked fresh three times daily. 
190 Jozo Weider Blvd, Blue Mountain Village   
royalmajesty.ca
705.812.3476

CHEZ MICHEL

Chez Michel, a touch of France in the village of Creemore. Classic French cuisine using local seasonal 
produce. Enjoy the ambience of the main room, relax in the intimate wine bar, or dine en pleine air 
on the charming patio. Open wednesday to Sunday for lunch 11:30am - 2pm and dinner 5pm - 9pm. 
Call 705.466.3331 for reservations.
150 Mill Street, Creemore
chezmichel.ca

THE OLD MILL HOUSE PUB

Located in beautiful Creemore, The Old Mill House Pub is a family owned and operated establishment. 
Proprietors Steve and Carol’s goal is to provide the best traditional pub fare and an interesting selection 
of beer.  We are proud of our famous homemade burgers, hand cut local fries, slow roasted beef brisket 
and our amazing staff. Located next-door to Creemore Springs Brewery, so you’re guaranteed the 
freshest beer on earth. 141 Mill St., Creemore.
theoldmillhousepub.com 
705.466.5244

JOZO’S
Blue Mountain’s original rockin’ hot spot, featuring nightly live entertainment, located in the Blue 
Mountain Inn right across the hall from The Pottery. There’s incredible dancing and nightlife where the
energy intensifies until the wee hours. Jozo’s menu is the best of pub grub featuring fabulous wings,
nachos, pizzas, stacked sandwiches and burgers. Mountain vibrations at their best!
bluemountain.ca/jozobar.htm
705.443.5508   

S E R V I C E  .  S E L E C T I O N  .  F I T   |   4 7 0  F i r s t  S t ,  C o l l i n g w o o d   |   4 4 6 - 1 2 3 4

B M C  Te a m  M a c h i n e  S L R 0 1

pure fun14 pounds of

Fast  Light  Smooth
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Blundstone 1316 Red and Black with Two-
Tone Sole
Want laceless ease at airport security and easy off 
and on inflight? Legendary comfort all day on all ter-
rain? Solid footing in third-world latrines? Two words: 
Blundstone boots. Blundstone.ca

Electrabike Mens Townie 7D
The Electra Townie 7D is a perfect bike for riding the Geor-
gian Trail all day. Features include a sit-up position and an 
extra-wide, comfy seat. With a Shimano 7-speed derailleur, 
powerful front and rear linear-pull brakes and Electra’s Flat 
Foot Technology, you have to ride it to feel the difference. 
Come for a test ride. 
Paul and Janet, Ride On Bikes, 14 Trowbridge St E., 
Meaford  (rideonbikes.ca  519.538.5030)

POC Octal Helmet
Designed for road cycling, the Octal provides 
more coverage and protection for temples and 
back of the head. EPS liner is strategically 
thicker in exposed areas and covered by outer 
PC shell. Exoskeleton design allows for crash 
performance that exceeds common standards, 
plus larger vents and reduced weight.
Shane, Squire John’s, Craigleith  (squire-
johns.com  1.800.303.1334  @SquireJohns)

Rudy Project Rydon with Lens Kit and Rx
The bullet-proof lens is ideal for protection while 
cycling or mountain biking. Available with multiple 
lenses plus photochromatic Rx optical insert.
Armand, Envy Eyewear, Village at Blue Mountain  
(envyeyewear.com  705. 445.3168; Toronto: 
416.238.2743)

WeWood Watches
The brainchild of an Italian watch lover and two 
eco-smart entrepreneurs, WeWood fashions 
wooden timepieces from mostly scrap-wood 
and uses state-of-the-art Miyota movements 
for the guts – a hybrid of tech and nature 
resulting in a unique watch both handsome and 
earth-friendly.
Leslie and Scott, Evolution Him & Her, Thorn-
bury (evolutionformen.ca   519.599.5013)

Sapadilla Eco Cleaners
Meet Sapadilla: all-natural eco-cleaners 
made with high-quality ingredients, and 
a fresh blend of essential oils. They are 
earth-friendly, naturally effective, kind to 
your skin, and they smell some kind of 
wonderful.
Kelly, Dags & Willow, new location: 25 
Second Street, Collingwood
(705.444.9100  dagsandwillow.ca)
 

Catalina 11.4 Stand-up Paddleboard
The touring boards from Ontario-based Blu Wave SUP are perfect for 
cruising the Georgian Bay shoreline. Their displacement-style nose 
provides a superior glide to an all round surf style board and deck 
fittings provide tie-down points for day gear or overnighting. Available in 
Southern Georgian Bay at Southwinds Marine in Collingwood (south-
windsmarine.com) or online at bluwave.ca. 
Aaron, Blu Wave SUP  (1.866.404.3155  @BluWaveSUP) 

Salomon Speedcross 3 Shoe
Great for the rest of the summer; perfect for the 
muddy autumn terrain. These trail blazers are 
built for speed and feature anti-debris mesh to 
reject grit and stones but permit air to course 
through.
Devin, Skiis & Biikes Collingwood (skiisand-
biikes.com  705.445.9777  @skiisandbiikes)

Columbia Zero Rules Shirt 
A super-cooling tech tee with stretch and sun 
protection, this soft and lightweight t-shirt sports 
Columbia’s industry-leading cooling technology, 
which reacts with your sweat to lower the material’s 
temperature and keep you cool during dynamic 
aerobic activity in the heat. 
Shannon, Columbia Canada (columbia.com   
@Columbia1938) & available at Columbia Store, 
Blue Mountain Village (705.443.5802)

Keen UNEEK Sandals
With two pieces of parachute cord and a sole, 
Keen has created a phenomenon of a sandal 
that custom-molds to every part of your foot. 
They punted convention right out the window, 
innovated and then innovated some more, and 
the pure fit of UNEEK was born. 
Heather, Keen Canada  (keenfootwear.com   
1.866.853.6322  @KEENCanada)

Hammock Bliss Sky Tent 2
Features a new waterproof ripstop nylon base layer 
that helps retain body heat, provides storage for gear 
and serves as a tough floor for optional ground use. 
100” of cord on the 4 corners of the rain fly with 
buckles for easy tensioning. Hammock camping will 
never be the same.
hammockbliss.com

Side Launch Wheat Beer
Our authentic Bavarian style wheat beer is bursting with 
flavours reminiscent of bananas, cloves, and lemons. It 
uses a traditional special yeast and has quickly become 
one of the best in its class. 
Hannah, Side Launch Brewing Company, Collingwood 
(avail. at LCBO in 473ml cans.  sidelaunchbrewing.com)

Slackers Ziplines 
The coolest, most elite slackline and zipline kits on the 
market – Slackers ziplines by Brand 44. In 70- and 
90-foot lengths, with a seat or without. New this year 
is the 90-foot LED-lighted seat. For extreme backyard 
adventures!
Jeff, Minds Alive, Collingwood  (mindsalive.ca   
705.445.6222)

http://rideonbikes.ca/
tel:519-538-5030
tel:705-444-9100
http://www.dagsandwillow.ca/
http://southwindsmarine.com
http://southwindsmarine.com
http://www.bluwave.ca/
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Check out our website 
and facebook page 
for a full listing of all 
our great shows & events!

www.meafordhall.ca    12 Nelson St. E.    519.538.0463    877.538.0463

& The Hurtin’ Albertanswith special guests THe STumbellAS

Friday Aug. 8  8pm  
$31.50 

Four Nights .... Four Films .... Four Parties .... Four Dinners

COWBOY 
JUNKIES

Saturday July 26 8pm 
Premium seats: $71 

Regular seats: $51

MIFF
Meaford International 
Film Festival 
August 28-31

BeAch BoyS
SuMMeR PARty
featuring

188 First St.
Collingwood 

705-293-1037

www.thehungrysumo.com • info@thehungrysumo.com

Serving Sushi & Japanese Cuisine
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Nigiri 
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)

Sashimi 
(just the raw fish) Nigiri 

(raw fish oN a ball of rice)
Sashimi 
(just the raw fish)

Set your sights on Meaford!

Harbour
Camping
Arts & Culture
Museum
Trails
Festivals
Farmers Market
& more!
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Helly Hansen Challenger Training 
Shirt
Constructed with the unique HH Cool 
fabric that quickly moves moisture away 
from your skin, this is the perfect partner 
for any aerobic activity. The Lifa Stay Dry 
technology has evolved from four decades 
of research and HH guarantees there is no 
other t-shirt that can do the job better. 
Christina, Helly Hansen  (hellyhansen.
com  @HellyHansen)

Smith Pivlock Overdrive Sunglasses
The patent-pending interchangeable lens 
system allows you to meet all of your athletic 
goals in any light condition. Key features 
include a new two-position adjustable nose fit 
and three sets of performance proven optics 
included in every case. Ergonomically adjust-
ed to maximize integration with bike helmets 
and running hats so you can focus on the 
open road or trail ahead.
Jennifer, Lifted, Blue Mountain Village 
(705.443.5801  bluemountain.ca/lifted.htm)

Timbuk2 Scrunchie Yoga Tote Bag
A roomy all-around gear bag for your yoga mat or 
anything else. Refined weave ballistic nylon exte-
rior with exterior slash pockets for quick access 
and hidden zipper pocket. Timbuk2 recycles its 
bags you’re ready to break up, and their Lifetime 
Warranty covers any defects or tragic fails.
Defne, Timbuk2  (timbuk2.com   @timbuk2)

ECS Evolution Stand-up Paddleboard 
An all-rounder, 10’ 6” by 31” stand-up pad-
dleboard available in full bamboo with GoPro 
mount. The more parallel outline glides faster 
for flatwater paddling. Allows smooth rail-to-rail 
transitions and maintains speed out of turns. At 
home on flats but also surfs exceptionally well. 
Matt, Blue Surf, 209574 Hwy 26,Craigleith 
(705.293.9322  bluesurf.ca)

Rooster Tail Wheat Beer
An American Pale Wheat beer with a silky body, 
crisp malt character, low bitterness, and loads of 
bright citrus aromas from select American hops. 
Enjoy Northwinds’ latest beer as they prepare to 
launch their Brewhouse & Eatery, opening this 
summer.
Geoff, Northwinds Brewhouse & Eatery, 
Collingwood (northwindsbrewhouse.com  
705.888.3550  @Northwindsbeer)

SealSkinz Socks
Thin, lightweight, waterproof socks 
which offer even more protection against 
wet weather higher up the leg. Ideal for 
walking and sailing in blustery conditions. 
Fine Merino wool lining for warmth and 
moisture control.
Bethany, SealSkinz (sealskinz.com)

Luv Inspired Horseshoe Necklace
Simple, dainty and feminine, whether you’re 
an equestrian or you just need some luck this 
necklace is the perfect everyday piece to com-
plete any outfit. All Luv Inspired Jewelry is made 
in Canada with 925 sterling silver.
Kelly and Kim, The Tack Shoppe, Collingwood 
(705.445.4041  thetackshoppe.ca  
@TheTack_Shoppe)

http://lifecycle.timbuk2.com//recycle
http://lifecycle.timbuk2.com//recycle
http://www.timbuk2.com/content/lifetime-warranty.html
http://www.timbuk2.com/content/lifetime-warranty.html
mailto:info@bluesurf.ca
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BARRIE
75 Barrieview Drive • 719-7888

COLLINGWOOD
115 First Street • 443-8809

TWO LOCATIONS • CALL FOR TAKEOUT

Thai Fusion
Thai with subtle layers of taste 

and incredibly delicate flavours.
“One of the best restaurants in Barrie” — Toronto Star

Readers’ Choice Award – Voted Best Thai Restaurant in Barrie

for more information or for a quote,
call 705 443 9469

maintenance • landscape design

interlock landscape • excavating

The Elephant Thoughts Explore Store is an interactive retail 

destination offering some of the best toys, games and gadgets 

for kids and adults.

Visit the store for educational activities, to register for summer 

camp or simply to meet the animals and have an ice cream. 

Elephant Thoughts is a registered charity and the Explore Store 

supports educational programs across Canada and around the 

world.

Visit our website elephantthoughts.com
Phone Number 705 444 2012 

Location 10138 Hwy 26, across from Hyundai. 

BOOK NOW FOR SUMMER CAMPS!

LOCALPICKS

The players: Jane Ellenton: tenor sax, flute 1,13; Slakah the Beatchild: 
producer, beats 2; Wayne Smythe: vocals 3; Trevor Mackenzie: engineer, guitars 
3,7,9,12; Tara Mackenzie: vocals 3; Jay Stiles: piano 9; Coco Love Alcorn: vocals 
3,7,9,13; Nick Liefl: bass 1; Joel Dawson: bass 7,9,12; Attila Toth: engineer, 
production, bass 1,2,4,6,10,12; Tyler Wagler: bass, e. guitar 8; Mike Weir: 
drums, percussion 9; D.O. aka Defy the Odds: vocals 2; Mark Mariash: drums, 
percussion 3, 7; Adam Bowman: drums, percussion 12; Bambalamb: vox 1, 5; 
Ava, Naomi and Sebastian McIvor: vocals 11,12; Mike Steenbakkers: drums 
8; Moonshiner’s Daughter (Trish Schnurr: vocals, Mark Schnurr: mandolin, 
Cara Croll: vocals and Adam Croll: banjo) 8; Shane Philips: engineer 8; and 
Drew McIvor on the rest.

Thanks To: Megan Gruner for her endless patience, Attila Toth for the 
ears and the pep talks, John Brownlow for the hours, TMBB for the righteous 
barter, Coco Love Alcorn for her immeasurable generosity, Beth and Mark for 
the dome sesh, Fran and Jay for the feedback and the community, and to all the 
friends, family and fans for the joy we share in sweet, sweet music. 

Inside photo by John Brownlow
Layout by Billion Ideas

Mastered by Siegfried Meier at Beach Road Mastering

All songs written and arranged by Drew McIvor except “A Little Respect” by 
Vince Clark and Andy Bell of Erasure. Licensed through Limelight.
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 1. Boogaloo 1:44

 2. sweet potato (feat. Defy the Odds)    3:20

 3. 45’s and 33’s   3:38

 4. a little respect      4:01

 5. ras interlude              0:11

 6. Follow          3:03

 7. go Freely (feat. Coco Love Alcorn)         3:46

 8. suzanne (feat. Moonshiner’s Daughter)   3:26

 9. ocean park lane          4:37

 10. coming home            2:51

 11. l-o-V-e interlude           0:20

 12. Just like The rain            4:29

 13. soul samba            3:53
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, 60’s world stereo type logo?
sTereo

www.drewmcivor.com

© 2014

Porchlight, Drew McIvor
Embracing an eclectic mix of 
styles, local songsmith Drew 
McIvor delivers a masterful array 
of hook-laden and cleverly crafted 
tracks ranging from funky jazz 
and samba to folk, rock steady 
and radio-ready pop. This full-
length album is a guaranteed 
go-to for car trips to the cottage, 
patio parties, and beachside chill. 
Hard copies available locally and 
downloads on iTunes.
drewmcivor.com 

Wrap/Shawl/Scarf 
A wrap will keep you warm on 
cool evenings or with the air-con-
ditioning blasting at home or in 
restaurants. With an easy flair for 
folding and twisting, this wrap can 
be worn as a shawl, scarf, snood, 
or shrug. Available in endless 
colours, and of course black. 
Dana, Echo Trends:  
new location at 38 Pine Street, 
Collingwood   (705.446.1496   
shopdana.ca)  

The Bakery Burger
A homemade beef burger with all 
the fixin’s on a homemade bun 
(either gluten-free or regular). A 
handcrafted masterpiece.  
Trish, Thornbury Bakery Café  
(thornburybakerycafe.com  
519.599.3311   
@ThornburyBakery)
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Downhill Pale Ale 
Delicious is simple. Made in 
Collingwood with just four ingre-
dients, this beer blends a firm 
maltiness with an assertive hop 
character. The result is perfection. 
Like a weekend away or a quiet 
night with friends, Downhill Pale 
Ale celebrates the simple things 
in life.  

Chris, The Collingwood Brewery 
(thecollingwoodbrewery.com
705.446.6287 @CollingwoodBeer)

La Tourangelle Artisan Oils
Summer salads made easy! La Tou-
rangelle has been handcrafting specialty 
oils for over 150 years in Saumur, France. 
Simply squeeze a dash of lemon juice 
with your oil of choice over fresh greens, 
or whisk together walnut oil, pomegran-
ate juice, apple cider vinegar, honey and 
season with salt and pepper for a tasty 
salad dressing. Casey, The Cheese Gal-
lery, Thornbury (thecheesegallery.com  
519.599.6699 @cheesegallery)

Kahuna Paddleboards
Kahuna, Canada’s premier paddleboard brand. 
Sold at Two The Core Fitness & Physiotherapy. 
Robyn and Sarah, Two the Core, Thornbury  
(twothecore.ca)

Icebreaker Rush Tights
The Rush tights are made from 
stretchy midweight merino wool and 
3% elastane for jogging, the gym, 
and other fitness activities. Natural-
ly odor-resistant, naturally wicking, 
and breathable. 
Carla, Icebreaker Canada  (ca.
icebreaker.com  866-385-1888   
@icebreakernz)

http://www.drewmcivor.com/
http://shopdana.ca/
http://www.cheesegallery/
http://twothecore.ca/
http://ca.icebreaker.com/en/contact-us/service-contact-us.html
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DOWN BY THE RIVER
The virtues of a simple life in a complex world

By Carmen Kuntz  

I live in a trailer down by the river. No running 
water, no electricity…no problem. I spend 
summers living, playing and working on the Ot-
tawa River. I eat homegrown produce, watch a 
meteor shower like it’s TV and fall asleep to the 
rumble of whitewater. When you live in rhythm 
with nature, life is simple. 

My friends own 60 acres in the Ottawa Valley. 
My rent is paid by hours spent in the vegetable 
garden. It’s a community of whitewater pad-
dlers who allow me the privilege of sharing their 
slice of paradise. 

Home is a 1986 Cardinal truck camper bal-
anced on pallets and nestled in the woods that 
border a field. When the wild grass ripples in 
the wind like a giant wave of emerald water, it’s 
clear to see why we call it the Green Wave. This 
name pays homage to the nearby Ottawa River, 
our playground and the reason this is home.

The ever-changing seasons, the hours of 
daylight and the temperature, permeate my life. 
I feel the weight of a thunderstorm approaching 
and smell when the rain has stopped. I recog-
nize the passage of time by the movement of 
the stars. I appreciate the raccoons for cleaning 
up food scraps and am comforted by the mel-
ancholy call of the resident barred owl at dusk. 

This slow-mo life immersed in nature allows me 
to tread lightly on the earth. Monthly utilities 
mean refilling a propane tank and recharging a 
portable battery. Garbage is burned, compost-
ed or recycled. When you have less, you need 
less, you waste less.

Even my diet reflects my intimacy with nature. 
The entire content of my trailer fridge is often 
local and homegrown. Produce, eggs, goat 
cheese, milk, honey, and beer; all raised, grown 
or brewed within biking distance of my home. 
Farming is hard work even on a small scale. 
You get what you put into it. 

While this minimalist lifestyle can be laid back, 
it makes chores complicated. Even though I 
minimize dishes by mastering the one-pot meal, 
washing up without running water is tedious. 
Living without common amenities makes you 
appreciate such resources.

Working for a whitewater rafting company I 
spend all day on the water – no alarm clocks, 
morning traffic, or collared shirts. Just tooth-

paste, gravel roads and board shorts. Spare 
time is spent kayaking. Checking the weather 
means looking up at the sky, not down at a 
screen. An open-air living room encourages 
friends to stop by rather than call or text. In 
the evenings we flock to the fire, not the TV, 
and music comes from acoustic guitars, not 
speakers. 

With no wi-fi and sporadic cell reception, I revel 
in a peacefulness that gives my mind freedom 
to wander. As social as the Green Wave can 
be, it can also provide solitude. A quiet evening 
spent reading a book by headlamp reminds me 
it’s okay to be on my own. 

It’s rewarding to have a simple life in a complex 
world. When just enough is more than enough. 
I am grateful for my friends for sharing the 
Green Wave with me. The river brought me 
here. The people keep me coming back. And 
when a midnight thunderstorm jolts me awake, 
illuminating my trailer with lightning, I’m grateful 
for the chance to connect with the rhythm of 
the natural world. I’m grateful for a slow-paced 
life in my trailer, down by the river. 

Better than TV: the Ottawa River. CARMEN KUNTZ PHOTO.

No alarm clocks, morning traffic, 
or collared shirts. Just toothpaste, 
gravel roads and board shorts.



1. Georgian Christmas  
705 444 0222  
georgianchristmas.ca

2. Bright’s Gallery
705 445 4999
brightsgallery.com

3. Birch & Co.  
705 446 1400  
birchco.com

4. One Tooth Active Wear  
705 446 2627  
onetoothcollingwood.com

5. Royal Majesty Espresso Bar 
705 812 3476  
royalmajesty.ca

6. Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt 
705 446 yumm
menchies.ca
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SUNSET GRILL
ROYAL MAJESTY ESPRESSO BAKERY
TWIST MARTINI& TAPAS LOUNGE
3 GUYS AND A STOVE
THOLOS RESTAURANT
OLIVER& BONACINI CAFE GRILL
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C&A STEAK COMPANY
FIRE HALL PIZZA CO.
WINDY O’NEILLS IRISH PUB
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New Local Finds!!!
Water Street in the Village

SUMMER’S HOT

Georgian Christmas 
is a locally owned and 
operated seasonal gift 
store, offering specialty 
products like this hand 
crafted ornament which 
boasts traditional 
design and authentic 
style making it a perfect 
addition to your 
collection or an original 
gift this season. 

Royal Majesty Espresso Bar 
expertly pours handcrafted 
Cappuccinos & Lattes made 
with direct trade Intelligentsia 
espresso beans, fresh roasted 
weekly.
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FREE SPIN TANK – Locally owned One Tooth Activewear features The Free Spin 
Tank from Tonic, a Canadian manufacturer from Vancouver. Made from elevar light 
it’s fully breathable and odour resistant and provides superior feel and durability. 
A fabric that understands the demands of performance... nothing feels like it!

A rotating selection of eclectic frozen yogurt 
fl avours, every topping under the sun and 
YOU create your own delicious masterpiece.  
At Menchie’s you pay by weight, not by 
topping, so you indulge just a little... or a 
lot!  Enjoy everything from fruit to deca-
dent toppings and sauces.  Fun and fl avour 
wrapped up into one unique experience.  
Gluten, Dairy and Sugar-free options are 
available.  At Menchie’s we make you smile!
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Bright’s Gallery is the region’s fi nest. 
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Bonenfant-Dubé – Symphony Series
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Nella Bella is fashion and functionality united. 
Canadian brand of handbags and accessories that 
utilizes state of the art vegan fabrics to create beautiful, 
trend setting, high quality collections that accen-
tuate an individual’s sense of style. Find this bag, 
along with a variety of handbags that cater to both the 
sophisticated and the casual individual at Birch & Co. 
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